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MAINE
FISHERIES
STILL STRONG
By Melissa Waterman
It wasn’t a cheerful fall. Fishermen
along the coast lamented the closure, once again, of the winter fishing season for Northern shrimp.
Groundfishermen bemoaned the
emergency six-month closure of
the Gulf of Maine cod fishery, followed by the New England Fisheries
Management Council’s decision
to cut the 2015 cod quota by 75%,
to 386 metric tons. And Maine’s elver fishermen were rankled by the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission’s decision to slightly reduce their quota in 2015.
Yet despite these highly publicized
restrictions on several important
commercial fisheries, the outlook for
many of Maine’s marine resources in
2015 is good. “It’s always challenging to forecast for a year ahead, be-

The Far Sea. Photo by Peter Ralston. Courtesy of the Ralston Gallery, Rockport, Maine.
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By Melissa Waterman
It takes a long time to get a small harbor in Maine dredged. At least,
that’s the way it was for the town of Yarmouth, which lobbied the
Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) for ten years to have the Royal
River cleared of mud and silt. The $2 million project finally began in
October this year, the result of “persistence and political pressure,”
said Nathaniel Tupper, Yarmouth town manager.
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The ACOE mandate is to keep the nation’s navigational channels
open. But the United States has a lot of navigational channels and
the Corps’ annual budget for dredging has shrunk in each of the past
eight years. So it must prioritize projects.

GOOD-BYE TO JOE

To do that the Corps uses a complicated array of weighted criteria
to evaluate each project, 116 criteria in all. It’s a national ranking
process that favors larger, commercial ports which handle a high
volume of cargo each year. For Maine, that means only major ports
– Portland, Searsport and Eastport – would rank high on a list of
possible dredging projects. Harbors such as Wells, Yarmouth, or
Camden would not.
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So how did Yarmouth manage to make the Royal River, which was
last dredged in 1995, a high priority project? “The Corps’ scoring system also looks at the economic impact [to the local community],”
explained Tupper. “The Royal River is primarily a recreational safe
harbor. But we have three significant commercial marinas and other businesses.”
The town contracted in 2008 with the Portland Greater Council of
Governments to have a fiscal impact analysis done of the harbor’s
Continued on page 5
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President’s
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COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

They call this time of year the dead of winter. Glancing out
the window during the fleeting hours of daylight most of
us would agree with the phrase. The ground is locked up
under a coating of snow, the trees are bare and the only
life to be seen are the pesky chickadees crowding the bird
feeders.
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other vessels at sea, providing a crucial measure of safety
when the weather is poor and visibility limited.
Many of Maine’s small fishing ports are in isolated areas,
often at the end of a long peninsula far from medical facilities. That’s why an organization such as Lifeflight of Maine
is so valuable. Lifeflight operates two “flying hospitals,”
sophisticated helicopters that can reach those in medical
need quickly, wherever they may be on the coast. In this issue of Landings we highlight the history of this remarkable
organization which in just 16 years has assisted more than
18,000 people in the state.

In this issue of Landings,
we take a look at the state
of Maine’s commercial
fisheries at the close of
the year. Although the
season for Pandulis borealis, the sweet Northern
shrimp, has once again
been cancelled due to
low population numbers,
many other species are
doing quite well, in part
because of proactive management strategies at the
state level. We also give
an overview of the annual Fisheries of the United
States report which highlights the importance of
Maine’s lobster fishery.

In
another
article,
Landings speaks with
some of the lobster women of Vinalhaven. Each
woman has come into the
lobstering world via a different route but all share
a strong love of fishing
and a pride in their hard
work. We also hear from
Kennebunk lobsterman
Gary Ridlon, who has
been lobstering since he
was a youngster and, at
age 80, sees no reason to
stop now!
Finally, we say good-bye
to Marine Patrol Chief Joe
Fessenden, who retires at
the end of this year. Joe,
who was featured in the
paper this fall, has been
at the Bureau of Marine
Patrol for forty years. In
this issue he says farewell
to the fishermen with
whom he has worked so
closely.

Health care is a recurrent
topic in the news right
Winter is a wonderful
now and it is one of those
time to kick back and
Winter is a time of rest and also, of unexpected beauty. Photo
things that many fishertake stock of where we are
by Mike Leonard, courtesy of The Boothbay Register.
men in Maine neglect.
and where we have been.
Landings focuses on the
When next you hear from
steps fishermen should take to apply for or to reenroll us it will be a new year, with a new state Legislature in sesin the affordable health care insurance program during sion and a new round of coastal stories to tell.
the three-month open enrollment period, which closes
February 15, 2015. It seems complicated but it is vital to Happy Holidays to you all. We’ll be back in February.
get into the system during this short enrollment period.
We also feature a column by Penobscot Bay pilot David
Gelinas on Automatic Information Systems (AIS). AIS gives
fishermen the ability to communicate their presence to

MLCA fosters thriving coastal
communities and preserves
Maine’s lobstering heritage
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Guest
COLUMN

GUEST COLUMN:

By Christina Lemieux Oragano
The festive season is upon us and, for
many Europeans, feasting on seafood
is a central part of the celebrations.
As a Maine native of French extraction, married to a man of Italian descent and now living in the United
Kingdom, I find myself with a particular and somewhat multi-cultural view of the role lobster plays
in European holiday traditions. I
love the distinctions that make the
holidays in Europe unique, from my

‘Tis the season.....for lobster!

daughter referring to Santa as Father
Christmas to the foods that make
up the holiday meals. As Advent approaches, it’s a good time to look at
the cultural significance lobster plays
during December on this side of the
pond.
In Southern Italy, Christmas Eve is
celebrated with a seafood extravaganza. The origins of this feast, often
called La Vigilia (The Vigil), stem from
the Roman Catholic ritual of abstaining from meat on holy days. Prior to

Midnight Mass, family and friends
gather at home and enjoy an array of
seafood dishes ranging from salt cod
and sea bass to mussels, octopus and,
sometimes, lobster. The number of
fish, spread out family-style, varies
from seven to as many as 10 or even
13 and is said to have a religious significance. Some families serve seven
fish to represent the seven sacraments of the Catholic Church. Some
serve 10 for the stations of the cross.
Some serve 13 for the twelve Apostles
plus Jesus.
Over the years, this feast has been
popularized by Italian-Americans
and is often referred to as “The Feast
of the Seven Fishes” (Festa dei sette
pesci). Elaborate versions of the meal
can include a banquet where each
fish dish is cooked in a different manner — for example, fried, baked or
broiled — or uses a different main ingredient, from seafood salad to pasta
served with a seafood sauce. Two lobster dishes I’ve seen referenced when
reading about the Italian-American
interpretation of La Vigilia are
Lobster Oreganata —lobster baked
with bread crumbs and oregano —
and Lobster Fra Diavolo — spicy lobster with pasta in tomato sauce.

Lobster has a place on the holiday table. A scene from British supermarket
Lidl’s Christmas TV commercial. Photo courtesy of Nigel Davies.

In Italy, however, it is much more
common to enjoy lobster on New
Year’s Eve. As explained by my south-

ern Italian friend, La Vigilia is celebrated at home with “local seafood
and homemade recipes.” New Year’s
Eve is about “luxurious food and
wine, spending lots of money and
perhaps going to fancy restaurants.”
On this day, most restaurants feature
lobster as a main menu item. Those
Italians who can afford to, indulge. Of
the $50 million dollars of U.S. lobster
Italy imported in 2013, more than
one-fifth of that lobster was delivered
in the month of December, destined
for Italians wanting to celebrate la
dolce vita (the good life).

In 2013, France imported $35 million of
U.S. lobster. More than
a third of that lobster was delivered in
December, prior to the
holiday celebrations.
“Qu’est-ce que vous mangez cette année?” (what will you eat this year?)
is a topic much discussed by the
French in the weeks before Réveillon,
France’s culinary highpoint of the
year. Celebrated on Christmas Eve,
Réveillon dates from the mid-1800s,
when a fine meal was prepared for
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COL. JOE FESSENDEN TO RETIRE AT YEAR’S END
DMR press release
Colonel Joe Fessenden, who began
his career in the Maine Marine Patrol
in 1975, will retire in January after 40
years enforcing Maine’s marine resources laws while building relations
with the communities in which he
worked.
“It has been my privilege to work with
Colonel Fessenden,” said Department
of Marine Resources Commissioner
Patrick Keliher. “His leadership has
made the Marine Patrol stronger and
better positioned for the unique challenges of law enforcement along the
Maine coast.” Colonel Fessenden will
be replaced by Major Jon Cornish,

LETTERS

who has served as Deputy Chief since
2013.

enforcer and a friend of a fisherman,”
he said.

Fessendent was offered a job within
the Coastal Warden Service, now the
Marine Patrol Bureau, in May of 1975.
“I felt overwhelmed. I felt proud,”
said Fessenden. “I said to myself, I
have this opportunity and I’m going to give it my all.” He quickly rose
through the ranks, receiving a promotion to Sergeant, then Lieutenant
in southern Maine, where, for twenty
years, he balanced the sometimes
competing roles of confidant and law
enforcement professional. “I became
part of the community. I went to funerals, and weddings. But I never
crossed that line between being an

His ability to strike that balance combined with a strong work ethic drew
respect from the commercial fishing industry. “I spent a tremendous
amount of time on surveillances, so
when you were finally able to apprehend somebody who was out stealing from another fisherman it was a
good feeling. Industry appreciated it,”
he said.

FROM THE DOCK:

Dear members of Maine’s commercial fishing industries,
The Maine Lobstermen’s Association
has given me the opportunity to say
good-bye to all of you by publishing
this letter in MLA’s December and
January newsletter. I wanted to let
you know that I will be retiring from
the Department of Marine Resources
on January 9, 2015.
I started this journey with the department on June 23, 1975. On that date
I was sworn in as a Coastal Warden
and assigned to the South Bristol/
New Harbor patrol. At that time, I

Fessenden was presented the 2014
U.S. Coast Guard Meritorious Public
Service Award, an honor he received
once before in 1996. Fessenden
has also been presented the MLA
Officer of the Year Award and the

Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine Award
for Warden of the Year, an honor typically presented to a Game Warden.
“The relationship between Marine
Patrol and industry is good because
of the culture Joe has built,” said
Long Island lobsterman Steve Train,
who has known Fessenden since the
1970s. “The trust established under
his leadership will live on long after
he retires.”
As he prepares to retire in January of
2015, Colonel Fessenden reflected on
the profession he still sees as a great
opportunity for the right person. “If
you want to be part of something,
if you want to fill a critical role that
now more than ever is needed, it’s an
unbelievable opportunity.”

Col. Fessenden says good-bye

had no idea where this opportunity
was going to take me. After almost
40 years of service to the department
and the industry I have decided it
is time for me to step aside. Major
Jonathan Cornish will be succeeding
me as Chief. Jon and I have worked
together during the past 30 years. We
both hold the industry in high esteem
and have closely worked with you to
help protect and conserve marine
resources. I am confident that I am
leaving you with a new Chief who will
work hard to maintain the Marine
Patrol tradition of working with the
fishing industry.

During my career, I had the opportunity to work with and meet many
of you as I conducted patrols along
our great coast. All along the way
I have made many friends from
Washington County, Penobscot Bay,
Casco Bay and York County. I spent
the first eighteen years of my career
working the Portland waterfront
and witnessed the expansion of the
groundfish fleet and the hard times
it has fallen on, but I am confident
it will rise again. The Gulf of Maine
will rebound and a new generation
of groundfishermen will be part of it.
Continued on page 19

It’s Your Story!

The largest and most comprehensive exhibit about
Maine’s lobster industry opens summer 2015.

243 Washington St., Bath

www.MaineMaritimeMuseum.org

(207) 443-1316
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COD BYCATCH IN LOBSTER FISHERY REQUIRES FURTHER STUDY
By Melissa Waterman
The possibility that the New England
Fisheries Management Council
(NEFMC) would prohibit lobster fishing in areas recently designated as
closed to protect spawning codfish
caused an uproar in Maine’s lobster
industry in mid-November.
More research is needed on cod interactions with lobster gear. NOAA
photo.

On November 10, John Bullard, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Northeast
administrator, announced six-month
emergency closures of both recreational and commercial cod fishing in
parts of the Gulf of Maine. And fishermen are limited to just 200 pounds of
cod per trip in the areas that remain
open. The goal of the closures is to
protect aggregations of spawning
cod in an effort to rebuild the sagging
population. “We’re trying to absolutely shut down fishing where there
are concentrations of cod, so there
will be zero cod caught,” said Bullard
at the time.

Both the Maine Department of
Marine Resources (DMR) and the
Maine Lobstermen’s Association
(MLA) opposed the effort to shut
down lobstering because of cod bycatch. As DMR commissioner Patrick
Keliher stated publicly, the number
of cod (177,000) referenced as having been caught in the traps of Maine
lobstermen during the Council’s discussion was simply raw data pulled
together for the Marine Stewardship
Council’s sustainability certification
process for Maine lobster.

Angry cod fishermen responded
by alleging that lobstermen setting
traps in the now-closed areas catch
large amounts of cod and so should
also be banned from fishing. The issue of cod bycatch in the offshore
lobster fishery quickly made its way
into discussion at the NEFMC meeting in Newport, Rhode Island, on
November 19.

“The data, which were from 2008,
were a very rough estimate, and do
not fully account for the variability
of by-catch in the lobster fishery in
different parts of the coast, in different depths, and in different seasons.
That variability is significant. This
rudimentary analysis should not be
the basis for management decisions,”
stated Keliher.

The MLA also took issue with the notion that the volume of cod caught
in lobster traps was significant to
the overall Gulf of Maine population.
“There haven’t been any real studies
of this,” said MLA executive director
Patrice McCarron. The organization
submitted a letter to the NEFMC
stating in part, “The MLA has serious concerns regarding the science
used to characterize the level of cod
bycatch in the lobster fishery and the
lack of peer-reviewed research on the
impact this bycatch may have on cod
stock recovery in the Gulf of Maine.
The lobster fishery is executed in distinct spatial-temporal patterns; any
data relating to cod bycatch in the
lobster fishery thus must be analyzed
on a spatial-temporal scale that corresponds to lobster fishing activities.
Further, in order to characterize the
incidence of bycatch, sample size
must be representative of the fishery.”
Furthermore, argued the MLA, lobster management falls under the
purview of the Atlantic States Marine
Fisheries Commission (ASMFC),
not the NEFMC. Any adjustments
to the lobster management plan, to
which Maine and other East Coast
lobstering states adhere, must be
undertaken through a Commission
process. “The MLA strongly urges
the Council to refer any concerns re-

garding the potential impact of the
lobster fishery on the recovery of cod
stocks to the ASMFC for analysis by
the Lobster Technical Committee.
Any management recommendations
should be referred to the Lobster
Board and include broad input from
lobster industry stakeholders,” the
MLA letter stated.
At its November 19 meeting the
NEFMC members voted 14-1-1 that
the closed-area measures do not apply to lobster pot gear. It directed its
groundfish Plan Development Team
to collaborate with ASMFC’s Lobster
Technical Committee to fully analyze
available data to better understand
cod bycatch in the lobster fishery. It
further agreed that any future management measures involving the lobster fishery would be considered by
ASMFC.
“The decision [by NEFMC] is appropriate,” commented Commissioner
Keliher. “It will allow necessary time
to conduct a more rigorous analysis
of available data.” McCarron agreed.
“This is great news and will give us a
chance to participate in research and
discussions as this issue moves forward,” she said.

Dredging continued from page 1

value. The report concluded that $25
million in annual revenue went in to
the local economy from recreation,
tourism, fishing, boatbuilding and
transportation businesses linked to
the harbor; more than 300 jobs were
tied to those businesses. “We argued
that [the dredging project] would be
a $2 million investment by the Army
Corps versus a $25 million economic
impact,” Tupper said.
Economic impact was one factor in
the town’s favor. Another was the relative weight of Maine’s Congressional
delegation. Prior to retiring from the
Senate in 2013, Senator Olympia
Snowe served on the Commerce,
Science,
and
Transportation
Committee. Senator Susan Collins
currently is on the powerful Senate
Committee on Appropriations. “We
kept in regular communication with
their staffs. Whenever we could, we
had local fishermen and people from
the marinas tell our story,” Tupper
explained. “Senator Collins was particularly helpful.”
Yarmouth also offered to share the
cost of the dredging project with
the ACOE. “We presented the Corps
with a cost-share formula,” Tupper
said. “It conveyed a strong message
to them: ‘Yarmouth wants to be in a
partnership with you.’ Partnering at
least gets your name mentioned at
the scoring table.”
While the Royal River dredging project took ten years to make happen,
there is hope that other small Maine
harbors might not face such a dis-

couraging path. A $12.3 billion water resources bill signed into law by
President Obama in June may make
finding funds for small harbor dredge
projects easier. The Water Resources
Reform and Development Act authorized a bevy of new ACOE projects, es-

“In our case it was a
lucky accident that the
Corps had money at
the time it did.”
tablished a new loan financing program, and put in place changes to the
project review process.
The law also tackled funding issues
in the Harbor Maintenance Trust
Fund (HMTF). The HMTF was created by Congress in 1986 to fund
the operation and maintenance of
ports and harbors. It is funded by a
Harbor Maintenance Tax which is
charged against the value of imports
and domestic cargo arriving at ports
that have federally-maintained harbors and channels. HMTF monies
are used for maintenance dredging,
dredged material disposal areas, jetties, and breakwaters.
But since 2002, the Fund has seen
an ever greater surplus at the end of
each year. The HMTF receives around
$1.5 billion in taxes annually, but only
half that amount was distributed for
harbor maintenance projects.
Rep. Chellie Pingree, in concert with
other coastal state Representatives,
pushed for a provision in the Water

Resources Reform and Development
Act requiring that 10 percent of the
annual allocation of harbor maintenance appropriations be directed to
“emerging harbors,” defined as a location that “transits less than 1 million
tons of commerce.” Furthermore, the
Act now authorizes 100% of HMTF
money go to harbor dredging projects by 2025. The provision regarding
“emerging harbors” authorizes about
$30 million nationally for maintenance of these small, shallow draft
harbors in the next federal budget,
however but Congress must still appropriate the funds.
“In our case it was a lucky accident
that the Corps had money at the time
it did,” Tupper commented. Perhaps
such luck will not be needed by othMaine harbors in the future.

Yarmouth harbor. NOAA chart.
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The MLA has been successful in gaining support from
thousands of lobstermen over the years. Without that
support, the MLA would not exist and its voice would
not be credible. Thank you for 60 years of support.
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Fisheries continued from page 1

cause managing healthy stocks and
rebuilding depleted stocks is an ongoing effort that we’re always going
to be in the middle of, and we always
have more work to do,” said Meredith
Mendelson, deputy commissioner of
the Department of Marine Resources
(DMR).
Halibut
Some fisheries are holding their
own or improving. Let’s take a look
at Atlantic halibut. These are giant flounders, weighing 100 to 200
pounds or more. In 1988, Maine fishermen landed more than 125,000
pounds of these tasty fish, at a value of $280,000 or $2.23 per pound.
Landings took a dive after that,
plunging to 6,217 pounds in 2000. But
due to improved management of the
species at the federal and state level
(currently Maine fishermen can only
fish for halibut during May and June
and are limited to a total of 25 fish),
landings slowly picked up again. By
2005 Maine landings were slightly
less than 25,000 pounds, at $2.82 per
pound. In 2013, Maine fishermen
landed 50,311 pounds of halibut, at a
value of $6.53 per pound. Not a bad
recovery in just a decade.
Scallops
Maine’s scallop fishery is another example of a stock that has rebounded.
“Essentially we have been able to
make real gains in the past couple
of years,” explained Trish Cheney De
Graf, scallop resource manager for
Commercial scallop licenses
2000 2005

2010

2014

396

129

69

27

Dragger 906

525

611

497

Diver

DMR. “It was through some harsh
rebuilding measures -- limited entry,
fewer days in the season plus area
closures.”
During the 1980s and 1990s, scallop
harvests in Maine were booming. A
lobsterman simply had to re-rig his
vessel to accommodate a scallop
dredge at the close of his lobstering
season and off he went. Landings
were above a million pounds each
year until, one day, scallops crashed.
In 1996, scallop fishermen landed

1,008, 329 pounds, worth more than
$6,830,000. By 2005, that harvest had
dropped to 33,141 pounds.
Scallops are fairly fast-growing creatures, although they don’t reach full
sexual maturity until about four
years in age. The regulators at DMR
recognized that to ensure a consistent supply of the high-value scallops,
they needed to give the shellfish a
rest. So in 2009 DMR instituted threeyear closures of 20% of all scallop areas along the coast, raising the hackles of scallop fishermen. The agency
limited access to the remaining areas
to one day per week and reduced the
daily quota. Fishermen grumbled.
Many of those closed areas reopened
during the 2011-2012 season. Scallop
fishermen were limited both in the
number of days they could fish and
the amount they could harvest in a
day. Emergency closures were enacted when a certain percentage of
the scallops in a given area were harvested. And take a look at the result:
in 2012, Maine fishermen landed
286,411 pounds of scallops at a value
of $11.14 per pound. In 2013, that
number increased to 424,547 pounds,
at $12.24 per pound. “The fishermen
have been helped by the increase in
price,” De Graf said. “We cut the daily
limit by 25% last year but the price increase pretty much nixed the effect.”
DMR will be phasing in a rotational
management system this winter in
scallop Zone 2. Over the next ten
years two-thirds of the scallop beds
in the zone will be closed to harvesting; one-third will remain open for
one season and then close for the
next two. “It’s like crop rotation,” De
Graf explained. She believes that
fishermen themselves will see the
full benefits of earlier closures this
season, particularly in Cobscook Bay.
“We did a fall survey of Cobscook Bay.
The biomass [of scallops] there is the
highest we’ve ever seen in ten years of
sampling.”

“We learned that we
could reduce that time
to nine days from 14,”
Kanwit explained.
“That might not seem
much to you or me but
to a clammer, every
tide counts.”
“Three years ago the Commissioner
and Governor LePage made it a priority [in DMR] to try to reopen flats
that had been closed for a long time,”
explained Kohl Kanwit, director of
DMR’s Public Health Bureau. “The
bottleneck had been that the agency
was doing so much to keep in compliance with the federal government
regulations but not much more.”
“One of the first things we did was
look more carefully at how shellfish bed classifications were done,”
Kanwit continued. For example,
many shellfish beds in the state were
classified as conditional, meaning
that if one inch or more of rain fell
during a period, the beds were automatically closed for 14 days.
So the agency decided to take a closer look at the amount of time it really
took shellfish in these conditional areas to cleanse themselves of bacteria
after a 1-inch rainstorm. “We learned
that we could reduce that time to
nine days from 14,” Kanwit explained.

Soft shell clams

Soft shell clam commercial licenses

To have a successful soft shell clam
fishery, a state must have clean water. Under the National Shellfish
Sanitation Program, a state that sells
shellfish across state lines must also
be able to certify that it has clean
water. In Maine, which tends to have

Year

Number

2000

2260

2005

1740

2010

1688

2014

1764

E  
 
SINK
523(

fairly pure coastal water, it’s the
certification that has been a problem in the past. To comply with the
Sanitation Program, DMR must conduct surveys of shellfish growing areas to identify any sources of fecal coliform bacteria. These surveys must
be updated every year. If the agency
can’t update the annual surveys, the
clam beds are closed.

)/2$7
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Highest quality ropes made in Maine
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“That might not seem much to you
or me but to a clammer, every tide
counts.”
In another example of prioritizing
limited funds, DMR conducted a
special two-year study of the shellfish beds of the Kennebec River. The
Kennebec River and its tributaries
drain a large portion of the state. The
standing regulation was that when
water volume in the river was high,
it was time to close the shellfish beds
to harvesting because all that water
undoubtedly brought bacteria and
other harmful contaminants into
contact with the shellfish. “It was a
one-size-fits-all approach,” Kanwit
said.
DMR’s study, however, found that
it was the season of high water that
mattered more than the finite vol-

ume of water. Heavy rains in the fall
would produce more contaminants
due to the activities going on during
the warmer summer months ( farming, lawn care, animal and human
refuse). The spring melt, on the other
hand, generally resulted in clean water flowing in the Kennebec. With
this knowledge, DMR was able to
open more shellfish beds along the
river. “In 2012 83% of days were open
[in the year]. In 2013 it was 93% compared to the 58% it would have been
prior to this change,” Kanwit said. “I
believe that if we can assure that the
clams are clean, you should be able to
harvest them.”
Landings statistics reflect these
changes. Soft shell clam harvests have
gone up over the past few years, from
1,899,000 pounds in 2009, to 2,178,000
pounds in 2013. The soft shell clam
harvest in that year brought slightly
less than $17,000,000 to the state,
much of it to the small towns and villages of Downeast Maine.
Black Sea Bass
Black sea bass is another fishery that,
although in its infancy, could become a source of revenue for Maine
fishermen. Black sea bass were once
a rare catch in the Gulf of Maine.
These pelagic fish like the warmer
waters found below Cape Cod. But as
the waters off the Maine coast grow
warmer, black sea bass have become
more common. So DMR took steps
to ensure a sustainable fishery in the
future.
“… [T]he department determined
that it was important to develop
regulations that would provide opportunity for both recreational and
commercial fishermen while ensuring that this new commercially viable
species can be sustained,” said DMR
Commissioner Patrick Keliher in
August when announcing new management measures to regulate the
fishery. The state’s regulations will
harmonize with the Atlantic States
Marine Fisheries Commission’s existing fishery management plan for
black sea bass. A 10,850-pound quota
was set for 2014 with a daily limit of
50 pounds.
“While this is a small fishery, it is a
nice opportunity for younger fishermen just starting out and smaller operators because it is a highvalue fishery,” said Ben Martens,
executive director of the Maine Coast
Fishermen’s Association, in a press
release. “With declining stocks of
other species like Atlantic cod, this
also provides an opportunity for
fishermen interested in pursuing the
growing interest in boutique hook
and line fisheries.”
“Our changing environmental conditions will drive many conversations [about fisheries management],”
Mendelson said. “DMR wants to talk
with Maine fishermen and think collaboratively with the industry about
how to improve monitoring and
management so that these resources
can continue to support both those
currently fishing and the generations
to come.”
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MAINE PORTS STILL STRONG IN LANDINGS
Each year the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration publishes a report on the commercial fisheries of the country. Fisheries of the United States
2013 provides statistics on what was landed and where. We present here selected
information related to New England fisheries drawn from the report.
American lobster landings were over 149.3 million pounds valued at $460.1
million—a decrease of 227,000 pounds, but an increase of nearly $30.8 million
(7 percent) compared with 2012. Maine led in landings for the 32nd consecutive year with over 127.2 million pounds valued at more than $368.4 million-an
increase of 564,000 pounds compared with 2012. Massachusetts, the second
leading producer, had landings of 15.3 million pounds valued at $61.6 millionan increase of 772,000 pounds (over 5 percent) compared with 2012. Together,
Maine and Massachusetts produced more than 95 percent of the total national
landings. The average ex-vessel price per pound was $3.08 in 2013, compared
with $2.87 in 2012.

percent of the total; followed by pollock, more than 11 percent; and cod, more
than 10 percent.
The 2013 landings of Atlantic cod were 5 million pounds valued at $10.5 million—a decrease of 5.5 million pounds (almost 53 percent), and $11.7 million
(nearly 53 percent) compared with 2012. The exvessel price per pound in 2013
was $2.10 compared with $2.11 in 2012. Landings of yellowtail flounder were
2.8 million—a decrease of 2.2 million pounds (nearly 44 percent) from 2012
and were more than 26 percent lower than the 5-year average. Haddock landings decreased to 4.1 million pounds (down 5 percent) and $6 million (down
more than 23 percent) compared to 2012. North Atlantic pollock landings were
11.1 million pounds valued at $11.4 million—a decrease of 3.7 million pounds
(nearly 25 percent), and $1.8 million (more than 13 percent) compared with
2012.

The U.S. menhaden landings were more than 1.5 billion pounds valued at over
$129.3 million—a decrease of almost 303.5 million pounds (17 percent), but an
increase of nearly $1.6 million (over 1 percent) compared with 2012. Landings
decreased by over 125.3 million pounds (over 25 percent) in the Atlantic states,
while decreasing by over 178.3 million pounds (14 percent) in the Gulf states
compared with 2012. Landings along the Atlantic coast were more than 369.5
million pounds valued at $34 million. Gulf region landings were 1.1 billion
pounds valued at over $95.3 million.
U.S. commercial landings of sea herring were more than 298.4 million pounds
valued at $49.2 million—an increase of more than 28.5 million pounds (almost
11 percent), and $290,000 (almost 1 percent) com-pared with 2012. Landings
of Atlantic sea herring were 208.3 million pounds valued at $32 million—an
increase of over 17.3 million pounds (9 percent), and nearly $3.2 million (11
percent) compared with 2012.
Landings of butterfish, Atlantic cod, cusk, flounders (winter/blackback, summer/fluke, yellowtail and other), haddock, red and white hake, ocean perch,
pollock and whiting (silver hake) in the North Atlantic were over 75.3 million
pounds valued at nearly $99.9 million—a decrease of 16.1 million pounds (almost 18 percent), and $22 million (18 percent) compared with 2012. Of these
species, flounders led in total value in the North Atlantic, accounting for 50

U.S. Commercial Landings
Regions and
States

1HZ(QJODQG

U.S. Commercial Landings

U.S. DOMESTIC LANDINGS, BY REGION AND BY STATE, 2012 AND 2013 (1)
2012
2013
Record Landings
Thousand
pounds

Metric tons

Thousand
dollars

Thousand
pounds

Metric tons

Thousand
dollars

Thousand
pounds

Year

Million pounds

664,243

301,299

1,191,359

635,885

288,436

1,161,981

-

-

Maine
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut

262,581
12,138
297,561
83,290
8,673

119,106
5,506
134,973
37,780
3,934

448,543
23,176
618,245
80,787
20,608

265,067
8,264
264,585
90,012
7,957

120,234
3,748
120,016
40,829
3,609

473,884
20,190
566,857
86,419
14,631

1950
2003
1948
1957
1930

356,266
27,435
649,696
142,080
88,012

0LGGOH$WODQWLF

750,987

340,647

487,232

582,662

264,295

435,373

-

-

30,030
180,502
5,239
73,284
461,932

13,622
81,875
2,377
33,242
209,531

39,136
187,732
7,897
76,827
175,640

32,954
120,014
4,048
43,932
381,714

14,949
54,438
1,836
19,928
173,144

55,895
132,903
7,421
75,861
163,293

1880
1956
1953
1890
1990

335,000
540,060
367,500
141,607
786,794

108,013

48,994

171,594

91,514

41,510

160,281

-

-

56,676
12,452
10,182
28,703

25,708
5,648
4,618
13,020

72,944
24,573
16,317
57,760

50,186
10,130
10,620
20,578

22,764
4,595
4,817
9,334

79,113
22,292
11,950
46,926

1981
1965
1927
1952

432,006
26,611
47,607
264,561 (4)

1,643,480

745,478

754,200

1,457,419

661,081

905,340

-

-

58,977
24,677
263,678
1,214,194
81,954

26,752
11,194
119,604
550,755
37,174

139,959
43,065
49,276
327,952
193,948

58,964
21,861
180,579
1,114,879
81,136

26,746
9,916
81,910
505,706
36,803

167,551
50,819
34,759
402,216
249,995

1952
1973
1984
1984
1960

264,561 (4)
36,744
476,997
1,931,027
237,684

6,418,346

2,911,343

2,365,937

7,060,900

3,202,803

2,696,521

-

-

5,344,167
420,122
295,896
358,161

2,424,099
190,566
134,218
162,461

1,692,172
301,983
127,956
243,826

5,791,755
557,231
339,614
372,300

2,627,123
252,758
154,048
168,920

1,878,360
371,363
178,998
267,800

1993
2013
2013
1936

5,905,638
557,231
339,614
1,760,193

18,347

8,322

19,956

18,725

8,494

23,023

-

-

9,505
385
98
4,450
15
3,894
31,048

4,311
175
44
2,019
7
1,766
14,083

9,327
262
172
5,182
51
4,962
112,300

9,488
457
80
4,813
37
3,850
32,447

4,304
207
36
2,183
17
1,746
14,718

10,505
289
126
5,834
123
6,146
107,979

1930
1936
1999

(2)
35,580
(2)
(2)
31,083
(2)
(2)
36,907

9,634,464

4,370,164

5,102,578

9,879,552

4,370,164

5,490,498

---

---

New York
New Jersey
Delaware
Maryland
9LUJLQLD

6RXWK$WODQWLF
North Carolina
South Carolina
*HRUJLD
Florida, East Coast

*XOI
Florida, West Coast
$ODEDPD
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas

3DFLÀF&RDVW
Alaska
:DVKLQJWRQ
2UHJRQ
California

*UHDW/DNHV  
Illinois
0LFKLJDQ
Minnesota
New York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Hawaii

Total, United States

 /DQGLQJVDUHUHSRUWHGLQURXQG OLYH ZHLJKWIRUDOOLWHPVH[FHSWXQLYDOYHDQGELYDOYHPROOXVNVVXFKDVFODPVR\VWHUVVFDOORSVZKLFKDUHUHSRUWHGLQZHLJKWRIPHDWV
H[FOXGLQJWKHVKHOO 
 'DWDQRWDYDLODEOH
 'DWDIRUWKH*UHDW/DNHVVWDWHVODJE\RQH\HDU
 5HFRUGODQGLQJVIRU)ORULGDDUHIRUDOORI)ORULGD+LJKHVW)ORULGDODQGLQJVVLQFHE\FRDVW(DVW  :HVW 
1RWH'DWDDUHSUHOLPLQDU\7RWDOVPD\QRWDGGGXHWRURXQGLQJ'DWDGRQRWLQFOXGHODQGLQJVE\86ÀDJYHVVHOVDW3XHUWR5LFRDQGRWKHUSRUWVRXWVLGHWKH6WDWHV
7KHUHIRUHWKH\ZLOOQRWDJUHHZLWK³86&RPPHUFLDO/DQGLQJV´EHJLQQLQJRQSDJH
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COMMERCIAL FISHERY LANDINGS AND VALUE AT MAJOR U.S. PORTS, 2012-2013
Quantity
Value
Port
2012
2013
Port
2012
2013
Million dollars

'XWFK+DUERU$.
Aleutian Islands (Other), AK
Kodiak, AK
Empire-Venice, LA
Reedville, VA
Intracoastal City, LA
Cameron, LA
Alaska Penninsula (Other), AK
3DVFDJRXOD0RVV3RLQW06
Astoria, OR

752
456
393
500
389
345
228
191
250
170

753
470
426
422
318
249
195
187
171
159

New Bedford, MA
'XWFK+DUERU$.
Kodiak, AK
Aleutian Islands (Other), AK
Alaska Peninsula (Other), AK
Honolulu, HI
Cordova, AK
Naknek, AK
Sitka, AK
Empire-Venice, LA

Cordova, AK
Ketchikan, AK
Westport, WA
New Bedford, MA
Newport, OR
Sitka, AK
3HWHUVEXUJ$.
/RV$QJHOHV&$
Port Hueneme-Oxnard-Ventura, CA
Seward, AK

84
74
133
143
80
67
52
162
69
54

147
144
140
130
127
126
123
113
105
84

Naknek, AK
Gloucester, MA
Portland, ME
Valdez, AK
Point Judith, RI
Bristol Bay (Other), AK
Ilwaco-Chinook, WA
Dulac-Chauvin, LA
Kenai, AK
Rockland, ME

87
83
59
N/A
46
55
29
43
28
35

Coos Bay-Charleston, OR
Honolulu, HI
Atlantic City, NJ
%HOOLQJKDP:$
0RVV/DQGLQJ&$
*DOYHVWRQ7;
Monterey, CA
1RUWK.LQJVWRZQ5,
%URZQVYLOOH3RUW,VDEHO7;
Cape May-Wildwood, NJ
Juneau, AK
Boston, MA
6WRQLQJWRQ0(
Princeton-Half Moon Bay, CA
Crescent City, CA
Willapa Bay, WA
Golden Meadow-Leeville, LA
Wanchese-Stumpy Point, NC
Point Pleasant, NJ
Eureka, CA

411
214
170
119
99
100
40
78
66
80

379
197
154
105
102
95
92
89
84
83

Ketchikan, AK
3HWHUVEXUJ$.
%URZQVYLOOH3RUW,VDEHO7;
*DOYHVWRQ7;
Seward, AK
Westport, WA
Bristol Bay (Other), AK
Dulac-Chauvin, LA
Newport, OR
Astoria, OR

54
50
54
74
62
59
79
64
37
39

76
73
73
72
70
65
64
64
55
50

78
62
62
61
55
41
37
37
36
35

6WRQLQJWRQ0(
Willapa Bay, WA
Point Judith, RI
Shelton, WA
Gloucester, MA
3RUW$UWKXU7;
Kenai, AK
Port Hueneme-Oxnard-Ventura, CA
Key West, FL
Bayou La Batre, AL

46
16
43
30
57
47
30
26
43
38

49
47
47
46
42
40
40
40
40
38

32
27
28
11
29
27
7
23
23
28

33
29
27
24
23
23
23
22
21
20

Cape May-Wildwood, NJ
3DODFLRV7;
Crescent City, CA
Coos Bay-Charleston, OR
/RV$QJHOHV&$
Golden Meadow-Leeville, LA
Portland, ME
Vinalhaven, ME
Provincetown-Chatham, MA
Ilwaco-Chinook, WA

72
21
28
27
44
26
33
28
28
22

35
34
34
34
34
32
32
31
30
30

18
14
22
20
13
6
17
17
19
13

20
20
20
19
18
16
16
16
15
15

Reedville, VA
Seattle, WA
Valdez, AK
Juneau, AK
Intracoastal City, LA
Homer, AK
/RQJ%HDFK%DUQHJDW1Eureka, CA
Gulfport-Biloxi, MS
Point Pleasant, NJ

35
19
N/A
26
44
30
30
25
25
28

30
29
29
27
26
26
25
25
23
23

1RWHV7RDYRLGGLVFORVXUHRISULYDWHHQWHUSULVHFHUWDLQOHDGLQJSRUWVKDYHQRWEHHQLQFOXGHG
6RPH$ODVNDQSRUWVDUHJURXSHGWRJHWKHUWRSURWHFWFRQ¿GHQWLDOLQIRUPDWLRQ7KHSURFHGXUHIRUGRLQJWKLVZDVXSGDWHGIRUWKHHGLWLRQRI)867KLVWDEOHKDV
EHHQXSGDWHGIRUDQGEXWGLUHFWFRPSDULVRQWRSULRUHGLWLRQVRI)86ZLOOQRWEHSRVVLEOH
7KHUHFRUGODQGLQJVIRUTXDQWLW\'XWFK+DUERU8QDODVND$.PLOOLRQSRXQGVLQDQGIRUYDOXH1HZ%HGIRUG0$PLOOLRQLQ
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MLA MEMBER PROFILE:

Gary “Rid” Ridlon, Kennebunk

By Shelley Wigglesworth
Gary “Rid” Ridlon has been lobstering out of Cape Porpoise harbor since
1946 when he was just 12 years old.
His father and grandfather before
him also fished the same area. It was
his great-uncle who took him offshore as a youngster and showed him
the ropes. “My father didn’t bother
much with me, it was my uncle who
taught me most everything back then
when it came to fishing. I liked it and
I stuck with it,” Ridlon said.
In the mid 1950’s, Ridlon branched
out from working with his uncle and
began lobstering alone. At that time,
redfish was the primary bait used by
lobstermen; the cost for a barrel was
around $2.75. Lobster were fetching
between 30 and 35 cents per pound.
Lobstermen were desperate to get
more money for their landings, not
only to make a decent living but to
have some local control over their
livelihood in order to stay competitive.
“That’s when we [lobstermen] went
on strike and I got involved with the
Maine Lobstermen’s Association. We
were pushing to get 40 cents a pound
back then, and they rallied behind
us,” he said.
According to Ridlon, the MLA was
a crucial organization and one that
lobstermen up and down the coast

Local artist David Edward Allen
painted a portrait of Ridlon several
years ago. D.E. Allen photo.

relied on during the 1950s. “We knew
when we went on strike that we needed to be organized and represented
to be taken seriously if we wanted to
get fair prices and such. It was hard
to get everyone together back then
on our own,” he added.
With the exception of the four years
he spent serving in the U.S. Air Force,
Ridlon, a Korean War veteran, has
worked only on the ocean. In addition
to lobstering he has also gillnetted
and fished for halibut and mackerel.
He has never worked a job onshore in

Looking for a lender
that understands
your business?
For generations, Farm Credit East has helped
commercial ﬁshing operations plan for and
ﬁnance the equipment they need to harvest
more proﬁts for their business. Today, we
continue to provide ﬂexible ﬁnancing and
solid advice for aquatic businesses of every
type and size.
How can we help you net more proﬁt for your
business? Call today to review our wide range
of options.

Auburn • 800.831.4230
FarmCreditEast.com

LOANS FOR:
Boats
Trucks
• Gear
• Permits
• Operating lines
• Haul out and repair
•
•

his life, nor has he ever had a desire
to. “Other than being in the service,
I’ve always just fished. I’ve never given much thought to doing anything
else. Why would I?” he said.

prices go up and down but all the
other costs just keep going up.” He
added, “I’ve had my share of close
calls out on the ocean too, but we
don’t need to go into that.”

In his early years of fishing, Ridlon
fished from punts, and eventually
ended up owning and operating
three “real” boats, as he calls them,
during the past six decades. His first
“real” boat was named after his late
wife, Marjory, the second boat was
called Teroma, a name that incorporated the first two letters of the
names of his two daughters and his
wife (Terri, Robin and Marjory) and
his current boat is the Amoret which
is Teroma spelled backwards. When
he was in his prime, Ridlon fished
up to 800 traps. Today he still fishes
a respectable 400 traps and he does
this all alone, without the help of a
sternman. “I try to take it easier nowadays,” he chuckled.

The witty and energetic eighty-yearold said he has no immediate plans
to retire or stop fishing any time
soon, despite having some shoulder
troubles. He is still on the water as
often as he can be, doing the job he
knows and has loved for the better
part of his life. “My father fished until he was eighty-three, so I’ve got to
fish for at least the next three years
anyway to keep up with him,” Ridlon
laughed. And no doubt this hardy
Maine lobsterman will do it.

When asked about some of the positives and negatives he has experienced lobstering over the years,
Ridlon answered, “The good part is
that you get to be your own boss, and
that is worth a lot. You get to meet a
lot of good people too, and work with
your family and friends. I’ve had good
years and bad years fishing just like
everything else in life. The toughest
part of all of it is that everything depends on the price of lobsters. The

“Rid” Ridlon. Photo by S.
Wigglesworth.
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
•••

Advocating for a
sustainable lobster resource
and the fishermen and
communities that depend
on it since 1954.
President: David Cousens
So. Thomaston, 207.594.7518
1st VP: Jim Dow
Bass Harbor, 207.288.9846
2nd VP: Kristan Porter
Cutler, 207.259.3306
Sec/Treasurer: Arnold Gamage, Jr.
So. Bristol, 207.644.8110
Directors
Bob Baines, Spruce Head, 596.0177
Dwight Carver, Beals, 497.2895
Gerry Cushman, Port Clyde, 372.6429
Jim Henderson, Camp Ellis, 468.4363
Robert Ingalls, Bucks Harbor, 255.3418
Mark Jones, Boothbay, 633.6054
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island, 526.4109
Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244.4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372.6941
Willis Spear, Yarmouth, 846.9279
Jay Smith, Nobleboro, 563.5208
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 846.3158
Elliott Thomas, Yarmouth, 846.6201
John Williams, Stonington, 367.2731
Donald Young, Cushing, 354.6404
Jack Young, Vinalhaven, 863.4905

Staff
•••
Executive Director
Patrice McCarron
patrice@mainelobstermen.org
Navigator
April Gilmore McNutt
april@mainelobstermen.org

Executive Assistant
Sarah Paquette
sarah@mainelobstermen.org

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
203 Lafayette Center
Kennebunk, ME 04043
info@mainelobstermen.org
207.967.4555
www.mainelobstermen.org

Board of Directors’
meeting schedule
All meetings take place
at Darby’s Restaurant,
Belfast.

STEAMING AHEAD
The holiday season is a great time to take stock of our lives
and reflect on the past as we prepare for the year ahead.
For Maine’s lobster industry, 2014 will be remembered as a
positive year. Throughout this fishing season, lobstermen
have reported strong, steady catches, good quality lobster
and improved prices. The positive cash flow has noticeably
reduced the level of stress and anxiety that has permeated the industry in recent years. Once again, the lobster
resource has provided for Maine fishermen and so many
others in our coastal communities.
But we cannot take the success of the 2014 season for granted. Sadly, this year’s success was dampened by the tragedy
of the three Maine lobstermen who were lost at sea. MLA
offers our sincerest condolences to the families of Jeremy
Philbrook, Tom Hammond and Tyler Sawyer. These losses
serve as a reminder of how dangerous a life at sea can be,
and a reminder of how lucky each of us really is.
While the overall vibe in Maine’s lobster industry was positive, there were a few ups and downs, and, of course, a few
disagreements among ourselves. But in hindsight, Maine
lobstermen have fared very well. One need only look at our
colleagues in the groundfish industry or those who depend on shrimp to get through the winter to put the battles
fought within the lobster industry in perspective.
Despite the expected bumps in the road, I believe that the
changes endured by Maine’s lobster industry this year have
been manageable, and a few were positive. On the positive
side, the Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative (MLMC)
now has a full year of operations under its belt and is finally getting some legs under it. To date, the MLMC has
adopted a brand strategy for Maine lobster and hired a
talented executive director. It will have an ad agency hired
by year’s end and be ready to kick off its marketing plan in
2015. With strong leadership in place, the MLMC truly has
the potential to positively impact markets and consumer
demand for Maine lobster. The MLA fought hard to get a
credible marketing organization in place for the lobster industry and we will be vigilant in pushing the MLMC to be
effective and accountable to the industry.
The MLA has worked hard to build a strong working relationship with lobstermen in Canada. In January, a contingent from the MLA Board travelled to Canada to discuss
how our industries can work together to strengthen the
position of lobstermen on both sides of the border. Open
communication was deemed critical to making this happen. In May, MLA partnered with the Maine Lobstermen’s
Community Alliance to offer a leadership program for a
group of ten young lobstermen. Through this program, the
lobstermen learned the basics of lobster management, science and marketing and visited Prince Edward Island to
experience firsthand the Canadian lobster fishery and processing sectors. Many of the program’s participants have
since stepped into leadership roles here in Maine.
In 2014, the Department of Marine Resources again proved
its willingness to work with lobstermen to ensure a viable future. Commissioner Keliher, for the second year in
a row, held more than ten meetings with lobstermen in
their communities to hear their vision for the lobster fishery. With the results of the November election, it is likely
that the lobster industry can look forward to continuing to
work with Commissioner Keliher.
The MLA also stepped up to help lobstermen understand
options available through the Affordable Care Act. With
a trained health insurance Navigator on staff, MLA has
been able to work with lobstermen personally to explain
MLA DIRECTORS MEETING

Jan. 7, noon
Feb. 4, noon

The MLA board met on November
11 in Belfast and discussed the outcome of the election. MLA will congratulate Governor LePage and re-

how the new health insurance law affects them, provide
information on health insurance policies, and assist with
enrollment. Even though it was at times a bit intense, during the two enrollment periods the MLA helped hundreds
of Maine fishermen to get the information they needed to
enroll in an affordable health insurance plan.
The last bit of good news for 2014 concerns the effect pesticides may have on marine species such as lobster. Early
in the year the Legislature considered a bill proposed in
response to the perceived threat of a few pesticides. The
bill failed but the Legislature in turn became proactive in
supporting research to look at specific pesticides that pose
the greatest risk to the marine environment here in Maine.
This project will provide much-needed information that
will inform possible future laws to protect our marine resources.
Among the “manageable” changes of 2014, Maine’s lobster
industry swallowed another round of whale rules which
will go into effect next June. While I doubt I could find a
single lobsterman who would say he’s happy about more
whale rules, I know of many who are very satisfied with the
outcome for Maine. The true litmus test is to look at how
the new whale rules affect other states compared to Maine.
The MLA and DMR advocated for, and got, an area-based
approach that places the most aggressive whale protection
measures where the risk of encountering whales is greatest. Maine avoided closures by ramping up gear modifications in the highest-risk areas. Maine’s inshore exempted
waters remain exempt from the new rules. By comparison,
Massachusetts lobstermen lost their winter fishery because of a vast closure and must comply with a complete
ban on singles all the way to the beach. A ban on singles
has long been a non-starter for Maine and we have fought
hard over the years to keep it that way. The MLA has been
fighting for common-sense whale rules since the management process began back in 1995. We are very proud of
what we have achieved on behalf of Maine lobstermen in
this most recent round.
Maine’s lobster industry also received a shot across the
bow from the New England Fisheries Management Council
when it became clear that, to the Council, no fishery is off
the table when it comes to protecting cod, MLA heard
loud and clear from lobstermen that the lobster industry
is not in any way responsible for the current state of the
cod stock. Simply questioning Maine lobstermen’s possible impact on cod recovery seemed to bring the lobster
industry together, tapping deep into the pride and stewardship of every lobsterman. The MLA made it clear: lobstermen are stewards of their resource. Lobster traps are
a passive gear. Lobstermen do not believe they are harming the cod stocks. Fortunately, this issue has been referred
to the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission and
more research will be conducted. But you can bet that the
spotlight is on, so getting every cod caught in a trap back
alive matters.
The year 2014 has proven that the lobster industry is a vibrant, sustainable and profitable industry, but it is not immune to the pressures that have plagued many other fisheries. The MLA will continue to lead the industry through
these battles as they arise, and search for pragmatic, longterm solutions that ensure a viable lobster fishery for generations to come.
I wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! And
as always, stay safe on the water.

affirm the association’s support for
Commissioner Keliher. MLA will
monitor discussions about a possible ASMFC appointment and committee appointments when the new
Legislature convenes in January.

The MLA board discussed the lobster season. Lobster landings remain
strong, the price remains higher than
last year though there was a significant price drop when the Grand
Manan season opened. Fresh bait
Continued on page 10
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(herring) is getting tight since all herring areas currently are closed. Area
2 is the only area with approximately
28,000 metric tons left for 2014. The
board noted that EPA pollution permits must be carried on vessels beginning December 19, 2014.
The MLA board discussed the rising
concern over cod bycatch in lobster traps raised through the New
England Fisheries Management
Council (NEFMC) Framework 53
process. Patrice consulted Carl
Wilson on the accuracy of the cod bycatch estimate taken from the MSC
report. Wilson stated that the data is
being misinterpreted. DMR has data
on cod bycatch in lobster traps from
sea sampling; Wilson characterized
the incidence as rare and cautioned
that it is based on an extremely small
sample size which makes is difficult
to generate a realistic estimate for
the fishery. Patrice attended a research update at the University of
Maine looking at cod and cusk bycatch in lobster traps. To date, these
studies indicate low encounter rates
and very high survivability. Sample
size is very small. MLA will continue
to closely monitor this work.
The MLA’s position is that cod bycatch
in lobster traps is rare; those caught
are released alive. MLA is open to
working with researchers on improv-

ing data on cod bycatch and on educating lobstermen to ensure the fish
are returned alive. [NOTE: The MLA
held an Executive Committee meeting and sent written comments on
the FW 53 discussion to the NEFMC
meeting in November. MLA stated
the association’s concerns over any
proposal to restrict lobster fishing
in groundfish closed areas, citing the
need for more research and to work
through the Atlantic States Marine
Fisheries Commission (ASMFC).]
MLA received a request to help organize a Penobscot Baykeepers
Program. The MLA Directors replied
that the MLA is already overcommitted but encouraged individuals who
are interested to get involved.
The Health Insurance Marketplace
opens November 15. MLA has two
staff members trained to assist lobstermen in the enrollment process.
MLA is getting information out to
the industry through Landings, email
and social media, postcard mailing
to all lobstermen and posters around
coastal communities.
The MLA Annual meeting will be
held on the first Friday in March during the Maine Fishermen’s Forum.
The MLA is accepting nominations
for lobstermen to serve on the MLA
Board; the nomination form will
run in the next two newsletter is-

sues. Nominations will close in early
February.

ery of the cod stocks, but that more
research is needed.

The board discussed the Coast
Guard requirement that life rafts
be repacked annually and asked
Patrice to follow-up with the Maine
Commercial Fishing Vessel Safety
Council and the Maine delegation to
get this requirement changed to every two years. The Directors acknowledged the loss of two lobstermen off
Matinicus Island and will send condolences to the families.

The Council passed the following
motion (14-1-1; Frank Blount opposed, Libby Etrie abstained): That
closed area measures in Framework
53 not apply to lobster pot gear and
the council directs the groundfish
PDT to collaborate with the ASMFC
Lobster Technical Committee to
fully analyze all available data to
better understand the bycatch and
interactions with the lobster fishery.
Any future management action affecting the lobster fishery should be
considered with the ASMFC Lobster
Management Board.

NEFMC COD BYCATCH IN
LOBSTER TRAPS
In response to the extremely poor
condition of Gulf of Maine cod
stocks, the NEFMC in November debated a recommendation from the
Council’s Groundfish Committee to
restrict lobster fishing in the proposed groundfish spawning closures.
With advice from MLA’s attorney, the
MLA submitted written comments
to the Council in strong opposition
to the proposal. The Council debated
the issue of banning lobster gear in
cod spawning areas for more than
two hours. Of the 11 individuals who
weighed in on the proposal, only one
spoke in favor. The Council’s discussion revealed that many believe that
cod bycatch could impact the recov-

SOUTHERN MAINE
HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY
The NOAA Ship Ferdinand R. Hassler
will be conducting hydrographic survey operations in southern Maine -between Wells and Cape Elizabeth -intermittently from January through
February, 2015.
Additional planned operations in
Maine over the next three years include western Penobcot Bay in 2016
and Casco Bay in 2017.
These planned survey operations are
subject to change due to weather and
logistical constraints. Multibeam soContinued on page 11
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nar will be used to acquire detailed
bottom data, delineating and obtaining least depths of potential hazards
to navigation.
It is understood that there may be
fishing gear in the area during survey

401-782-3252 or Meghan.McGovern@
noaa.gov.
Fishermen that believe they have suffered damaged or lost gear as a result
of an interaction with Ferdinand R.
Hassler should use the Tort Claims

Navigation Manager. After review
by the Navigation Manager and the
Hydrographic Surveys Division, the
claim will be forwarded to the Office
of General Counsel for formal adjudication. The adjudication process lasts
approximately three to six months.
ASMFC MEETING ROUNDUP
NOVEMBER 2014
The Lobster Management Board approved development of an Interstate
FMP for Jonah crab and initiated the
development of Draft Addendum
XXIV to Amendment 3 to the
Interstate FMP for American Lobster.

Future NOAA hydrographic work will continue up the coast. NOAA chart.
operations. The Ferdinand R. Hassler
will exercise every caution while
surveying to avoid entanglement
with fishing gear. If fishing gear does
become entangled, the ship will immediately stop and clear the fishing
gear.
There is an email subscription list to
provide updates on the activities of
NOAA ships performing hydrographic survey work and to announce any
changes in schedules. You can subscribe at www.nauticalcharts.noaa.
gov/. After entering email address
and appropriate contact information, select the “Vessel updates in
lobster fishing areas” email list. If
there are questions or general comments on the ship’s activities, contact Navigation Manager for the
Northeast, LT Meghan McGovern at

process by completing a Standard
Form 95 (SF-95), Claim for Damage,
Injury, or Death available at www.
justice.gov/sites/default/files/civil/
legacy/2011/11/01/SF-95.pdf.
The
claimant must complete sections
1-2, 6-9 and 11-19 of the SF-95, making sure to include:
•

the location of the damaged or
missing gear in latitude and longitude (NAD83),

•

the date the gear was set,

•

the date the gear was determined
to be damaged or missing,

•

a description of what gear was
damaged or lost,

•

fair market value of the damaged
or missing gear.

Signed and completed claim
forms should be submitted to the

The area in which the Ferdinand R. Hassler will be working. NOAA chart.

The Jonah crab FMP was in response
to concern about increasing fishing
pressure for Jonah crab, which has
long been considered a bycatch in
the lobster fishery. Growing market
demand has doubled landings in the
past seven years. Given the absence
of state and federal management
programs and a stock assessment
for Jonah crab, there is concern that
current harvest rates may affect the
resource’s sustainability. The Draft
Jonah crab FMP will consider management objectives, proposed regulations, monitoring requirements, and
recommendations for federal fisheries.
Draft Addendum XXIV will address inconsistencies between state
and federal American lobster trap
transfer regulations. Options will be
drafted to improve alignment between state and federal measures
for full business conservation tax,
trap transfer increments, and dual
permits transferability rules. Draft
Addendum XXIV will be presented
for consideration and approval for
public comment at the Commission’s
winter meeting. For more information, please contact Kate Taylor,
senior FMP coordinator, at ktaylor@
asmfc.org or 703.842.0740.
The Atlantic Herring Section received an update on the development of Draft Amendment 3 to the
Atlantic herring FMP, set specifications for the 2015 fishing season (seasonal splitting), and approve a new
Advisory Panel member. The Section
granted the Plan Development Team
additional time to complete analysis
of Draft Amendment 3’s issues and
management options. The Advisory
Panel and Law Enforcement
Committee will meet to conduct additional reviews of the draft amendment.
The Section received an update on research and funding opportunities for
an offshore Atlantic herring spawning study. There may be spawning
data collected from the Northeast
Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC)
acoustic survey, and other opportunities to collect data and spawning
samples. However, the timing of the
survey and spawning events may not
align. Commission staff will work
with NEFSC staff to exchange sample

collection protocols and continue to
seek funding for an offshore study.
For the 2015 fishing season, the
Section maintained status quo seasonal specifications for Area 1A. The
fishing year will be seasonally split
with 0% of the sub‐quota allocated
for January 1 through May 31, 72.8%
from June 1 through September 30,
and 27.2% from October 1 through
December 31.
The Section discussed the need to
better coordinate closure decisions
between NMFS, state agencies, and
the Commission. The Atlantic herring fishery is subject to quota‐based
closures, spawning area closures, and
landing prohibitions (“days out”).
Furthermore, a state may have regulations specifying different times in
which landings days are in effect.
The Board recommended that the
Commission send a letter to NMFS
encouraging the agency to coordinate communications on closure regulations and ensure fishermen and
law enforcement are clearly informed
of any prohibitions.
The Commission’s American Eel
Management
Board
approved
Addendum IV to the FMP. The
Addendum establishes a 907,671
pound coastwide quota for yellow eel
fisheries, reduces Maine’s glass eel
quota to 9,688 pounds, and allows for
the continuation of New York’s silver
eel weir fishery in the Delaware River.
Maine will continue to maintain
daily trip level reporting in its glass
eel fishery and require a pound‐for‐
pound payback in the event of going
over the quota. The state also will
implement a fishery‐independent
life cycle survey covering glass, yellow and silver eels within at least one
river system.
The Board’s actions respond to the
2012 benchmark stock assessment
indicating the American eel population is depleted. Addendum IV is the
second phase of management action
in response to the stock assessment.
For more information, contact Kate
Taylor, senior FMP coordinator, at
ktaylor@asmfc.org or 703.842.0740.
Continued on page 21

The Bait Report
2014 Herring Catch and Quota
Area

Quota
(as of 12/4)

% of quota

Area 1A

31,443

101.25%

Area 1B

4,733

164.46%

Area 2

10,398

36.15%

Area 3

37,252

94.51%

Total

85,827

82.46%

Data from the NMFS Weekly Atlanc Herring
report.
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MLA SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
ACCOUNTANTS

HYDRAULICS

Back River Financial Group
John Hallee
690 Maine Ave
Farmingdale, ME 04344
207-622-3772
info@backrivergroup.com
www.backrivergroup.com
Free initial consultation and review of previous
tax returns.

Coastal Hydraulics Inc
PO Box 2832
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for MLA
members.

Stonington Lobster Coop
PO Box 87
Stonington, ME 04681
207-367-2286
www.stoningtonlobstercoop.com
Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685
207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net

INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS
BAIT DEALERS
Bessy Bait LLC
2 Mase Rd
Hampton , NH 03842
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com
www.bessybait.com
$5 discount per drum on multiple drum purchases (must show current MLA card).
Dropping Springs Lobster and Bait
Anthony Robinson
6A Portland Fish Pier
Portland, ME 04101
207-272-6278; 207-518-9049
Lund’s Fisheries Inc.
Wayne Reichle
997 Ocean Dr.
Cape May, NJ 08204
609-898-5143
wreichle@lundsfish.com
www.lundsfish.com
Purse Line Bait
PO Box 276
Sebasco Estates, ME 04565
207-389-9155
jenniebplb@yahoo.com
BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT REPAIR
Richard Stanley Custom Boats
PO Box 275
Bass Harbor, ME 04653
207-244-3795
lorraine@richardstanleyboats.com
www.richardstanelycustomboats.com
$1,000 off final hull price with MLA membership
SW Boatworks
Stewart Workman
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605
207-667-7427
swboatworks@gmail.com
www.swboatworks.com
$1000 discount for hull or top.
EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS
Penobscot Marine Museum
PO Box 498, 5 Church St
Searsport, ME 04974
207-548-2529
kgoldner@ppm-maine.org
www.penobscotmarinemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members.
FINANCIAL & INVESTMENT
Farm Credit East
615 Minot Ave.
Auburn, ME 04210
800-831-4230
www.farmcreditmaine.com
GIFTS
Maine Camp Outfitters
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683
800-560-6090
andy@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off apparel and promotional product
orders.

Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative
2 Union St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-541-9310
info@lobsterfrommaine.com
www.lobsterfrommaine.com

Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
23 Pedleton Rd.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
207-963-5857
info@winterharborlobster.com
10% off fresh picked lobster meat.
MARINE ENGINES

INSURANCE
Acadia Insurance
Mandi Nickerson
1 Acadia Commons
Westbrook, ME 04092
207-874-1642
mandi.nickerson@acadia-ins.com
Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA members. Additional 5% discount with proof of
completed C.G. Fishing Vessel Drill Conductor
course within the last 5 years.

Milton Cat
16 Pleasant Hill Rd
Scarborough, ME 04070
stewart_tuttle@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com
REFRIGERATION SERVICES
Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062
207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com
www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.

Varney Agency Inc.
Pam St. Clair
32 Oak St.
Bangor, ME 04401
207-947-5032 x3011
pstclair@varneyagency.com
LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/WHOLESALE/
RETAIL
Channel Fish Co.
370 East Eagle St.
East Boston , MA 02128
617-569-3200
paula@channelfishco.com
www.channelfishco.com
Cozy Harbor Seafood Inc.
PO Box 389
Portland, ME 04112
207-879-2665
jnorton@cozyharbor.com
www.cozyharbor.com
Craig’s All Natural LLC
25 Winecellar Rd.
Durham, NH 03824
603-397-5331
craig@craigsallnatural.com
www.craigsallnatural.com
10% discount on All Victoinox Cutlery
Garbo Lobster
Pete Daley
PO Box 334
Hancock, ME 04640
207-422-3217
peted@garbolobster.com
Little Bay Lobster Inc.
158 Shattuck Way
Newington, NH 03801
603-431-3170
kellis@littlebaylobster.com
www.littlebaylobster.com
Luke’s Lobster
459 Grand St.
Brooklyn, NY 11211
212-387-8487
ben@lukeslobster.com
www.lukeslobster.com
Spruce Head Fishermen’s Coop
275 Island Rd
South Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-8029
shfcoop@gmail.com

RESTAURANTS
Barnacle Billys Inc.
PO Box 837
Ogunquit , ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com
www.barnbilly.com
The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net
TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK SUPPLIES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861
207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com
Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd.
Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
MikeW@friendshiptrap.com
www.friendshiptrap.com
5% off list price on traps purchased at the
Friendship store.
Sea Rose Trap Co.
137 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04074
207-730-2063
searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com
5% off list price on traps to MLA members

Many thanks to these fine businesses,
the MLA’s Keeper members!
Accutech Marine Propeller

Gulf of Maine Lobster
Foundation

North Atlantic Power
Products

Allen Insurance & Financial

Guy Cotten, Inc

Novatec Braids LTD

Hamilton Marine

O’Hara Corporation

Atlantic Edge Lobster

HR Beal& Sons Inc.
Beals-Jonesport Coopera- Insterstate Lobster Co.
tive
Island Fishing Gear &
Bell Power Systems Inc. Auto Parts
Bowdoin College Dining Island Fishermen’s Wives
Services
Island Seafood II, LLC
Buoysticks.com
Kips Seafood Co.
Calendar Islands Maine
Lake Pemaquid Inc.
Lobster LLC
Linda Bean’s Maine
Canobie Seafoods
Lobster
Cape Porpoise Lobster
Lobster ME
Co. Inc.

Orion Seafood International
Penobscot Bay & River
Pilots Assn.
Penobscot East Resource
Center
Pete’s Marine Electronics
PFBF CPAs
PJ Lobster Company
Polyform US
Port Clyde Fishermen’s
Co-op

Chapman & Chapman

Lobster Products Inc.

Quahog Lobster Inc.

Chase Leavitt & Co.

Lonnie’s Hydraulic Inc.

Re/Max Oceanside

Coastal Documentation

Machias Savings Bank

Shucks Maine Lobster

Conary Cove Lobster Co.

Maine Financial Group

South Bristol Fishermen’s
Cooperative

Cousins Maine Lobster

Maine Lobster Dealers
Association

Superior Bait and Salt

Maine Maritime Museum

Superior Marine Products
Inc.

Cranberry Isles Fishermen’s Co-op
Cushing Diesel, LLC

Maine Port Authority

Damariscotta Bank &
Trust Co.

Marine Hydraulic Engineering Co. Inc.

Eastern Tire & Auto
Service

McMillan Offshore Survival Training

Finestkind Scenic Cruises Midcoast Marine Supply
Nautilus Marine FabricaF W Thurston Co. Inc.
tion Inc.
Georgetown Fishermen’s
New England Marine &
Coop
Industrial Inc.
Grundens USA Ltd
New England Propeller

The Compass Insurance
Group
The First NA
Vinalhaven Fishermen’s
Co-op
WD Matthews Machinery Co.
Weathervane Seafoods Inc.
Weirs Motor Sales Inc.
Williams CPA Group LLC
Worcesters Lobster Bait
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STAY WARM THIS HOLIDAY SEASON!
S
N!
Consider giving your loved ones an MLA membership or
shirt. Visit us online or give us a call to place an order!

Shop online and view the full catalogue
www.mainelobstermen.org/mla-store
MLA Items

Color

Size

Price

Women’s Zip Hoodie (buoys)

Light blue

S, M, L

$35

1/4 Zip Fleece

Navy

M,L,XL,2XL

$20

MLA Classic T-shirt

Gray

M, L, XL, 2XL

$15

Child Lobster Lifecycle T-shirt

Oatmeal

S

$10

Child Lobster Buoy Tshirt

White

XS, S, M

$10

MLA Beanie

Gray

one size

$15

MLA Logo Hat

Blue

one size

$15

MLA Tote

Oatmeal

one size

$15

Name:_____________________________________________ Phone #:__________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________
City:__________________________________________ State:__________ Zip:__________
Item #1:_____________________________ Qty:______ Size:_______ Color:_____________
Item #2:_____________________________ Qty:______ Size:_______ Color:_____________

Here to serve you!

Item #3: _____________________________ Qty:______ Size:_______ Color:_____________

Jerry Wadsworth (207) 542-0842 jerryw@friendshiptrap.com
Jimmy Emerson (207) 483-6555 jemerson@friendshiptrap.com
Friendship Office: (800) 451-1200; (207) 354-2545
Columbia Falls Office: (800) 339-6558
Visit our website: www.friendshiptrap.com

Sub total:________ + $4.50 (shipping) = Total:______Check #:______ Visa:___ MasterCard:___
Card #: _____________-___________________-__________________-__________________
CVV code (3 numbers on back of card):_________________ Exp. Date:_____________________

Place orders online, via phone, or by mailing. Call the MLA 967-4555 for assistance.

Maine Fishermen’s Forum

2015 SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

PO Box 288
Bath, ME 04530
(207) 442-7700

The Maine Fishermen’s Forum Board of Directors offers a scholarship fund to benefit immediate family members (son/daughter, or a
grandson /granddaughter) or legal dependent of someone actively involved in Maine’s seafood industry, regardless of financial need or
academic achievement. Undergraduates attending a two or four year college who are in at least the second year of their program or
students who are in at least the second semester of their Certificate Program will be eligible. Applications will be accepted through
February 25, 2015. Scholarships will be awarded by a random drawing to be held during the 39th annual Maine Fishermen’s Forum.
Please note that previous winners are not eligible.
Do you qulify? Check all that apply:
Are you a sophomore, junior, or senior right now? You must be at least a sophomore in college to apply.
Do you have an immediate family member actively participating in Maine’s seafood industry?
What do you need to apply? Check all that apply:
Complete the following application & send to the address at the top.
Provide an official transcript or Registrar’s letter of current standing along with this application.
You qualify for the scholarship drawing ONLY IF you checked all 4 of the boxes above.
STUDENT INFORMATION

SCHOOL INFORMATION
Student Name____________________________________________________ College/University name____________________________________________
Street/Mailing Address_____________________________________________ Location of college_________________________________________________
City____________________________________________________________ Expected year of graduation_______your major__________________________
State________ Zip____________ Home Phone_________________________ College standing as of Sept 2015 (circle one)
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Email___________________________________________________________
MAINE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY FAMILY MEMBER INFORMATION
Name_________________________________________________________ Relationship________________________________________________________
Street/Mailing Address___________________________________________________________________ Home Phone________________________________
City________________________________________________ State______ Zip________Email___________________________________________________
Vessel Name or Commercial License Number_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Describe Participation in the Maine seafood industry______________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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CONFUSED ABOUT YOUR HEALTH
INSURANCE OPTIONS?
The MLA can help!

What’s Under Your Raingear?

Here’s whats new:
Ȉ
Ȉ
Ȉ
Ȉ

You have until February 15th to sign up and avoid a penalty.
You can’t be turned down for preexisting medical conditions.
ϐ  
ϐϐϐ  
from serious illness or injuries.
Ȉ If you’re under 30, low-premium catastrophic plans are
available.
Ȉ If you’re 65 or older, you qualify for Medicare.

New! Nightwatch Puffy

Seals out cold and wind when ﬁshing, working on deck
or exploring the outdoors.

s 7ATER RESISTANT  NYLON RIPSTOP MATERIAL s %LASTICIZED CUFFS s )NSIDE ZIPPERED CHEST POCKET
s :IPPERED HANDWARMER POCKETS s !DJUSTABLE DRAWCORD HEM s 3ILICONE BASED HYDROPHOBIC INSULATION
s ,IGHTWEIGHT  PACKABLE INTO INSIDE CHEST POCKET s !VAILABLE IN "LACK 'REEN OR /RANGE s 3IZES 83 8,

HAVE QUESTIONS?
Call MLA’s Navigator April Gilmore McNutt
at 207-967-4555 or
email to april@mainelobstermen.org.

Available at a Grundéns dealer near you!

 ϐ 
coverage options for 2015.

MAINE

H

HAMILTON

MARINE
Hamilton Marine
Gift Cards
Or order any amount by
phone or in the store!

www.Grundens.com

GREAT PRICES!
GREAT STUFF!
800-639-2715
hamiltonmarine.com

$

List 2095.00
SIT-T760
Order# 754193

Soft Toe Green
CNK-3500

LIMITED QUANTITY!

$

Adult Universal Survival Suit

99
SAVE

39 pair 49

SAVE

$30

24999

99

Reg 179.99
13.5" Diameter, 30" Tall
Order# 122640
17" Diameter, 24" Tall
Order# 122639

Polypropylene

Poly Plus Rope

High-tenacity nylon
PXOWLŵODPHQWŵEHU
medium lay.

General purpose,
PRQRŵODPHQW
ŵEHUJRRG89
resistance.
SAVE!

High-tenacity polyester
with polypropylene
core, low stretch,
good strength. SAVE!

Order#
SALE
118632 266.83
118633 385.35
118635 656.76

600 ft Spools
Size Tensile Strength
5/8"
6200 lbs
3/4"
8500 lbs
1"
14000 lbs

289

pair

149

$

3-Strand Nylon

Size Tensile Strength
5/8"
10400 lbs
3/4"
14200 lbs
1"
25000 lbs

339

Hot Tub Coils

Reg 279.99 $
RVS-1409A
Order# 743829

SAVE!

7" Diameter, 12 volt, 250,000
Candle Power, One Mile Beam!
Maximum Deck Thickness: 1-1/2"
7" Diameter
$
99
Reg 389.99
Order# 135851
5-3/4" Diameter
Reg 319.99
$
99
Order# 135849

99

$
Reg 35.99
16
KNT-1003
Order# 755251

600 ft Spools

Stainless Steel Searchlight

Steel Toe Black
CNK-3550

99 $

Size Tensile Strength
5/8"
7200 lbs
3/4"
9800 lbs
1"
17000 lbs

PORTLAND ROCKLAND SEARSPORT SOUTHWEST HARBOR JONESPORT

SAVE
$30

closed cooling system!

30

$

Order#
SALE
118658 209.81
118659 298.27
118661 482.21

SAVE
$50

FREE HEAT from your engine’s

SAVE

600 ft Spools
Order#
SALE
118677 140.28
118678 202.61
118681 332.48

279999
List 3303.00
JRC-JMA2353
Order# 750214

Stainless steel tubing. Do not bleach.
Includes zinc.

USCG APPROVED
3 fingered mitt, retro reflective
tape, 5mm flame retardant
neoprene. Includes whistle
and storage bag.

4 kW, 48nm, 10" mono CRT
display (640 x 480 pixels).
Includes 2' dome antenna
and 15m cable.

169999

Chinook BadAxe Boots

Commercial Comfort Fit
Type I Life Vest

19

$

13" high. Oil and slip resistant
sole. Adjustable nylon snow cuff.
Insulating wool felt liner. Rated to
-40°F. Sizes 4-15. Waterproof.

2499

10" Marine Radar

7" color LCD display, 800 x 480 pixels.
Intuitive touch screen/rotary dial control. 16-48 rpm rotation speeds. 4kW,
24nm, includes 18" radome antenna.

3' x 3' mat, 1/2"
thick with 2-Sided
Interlocking Design

List 30.42
HTV-179873
Order# 754535

$

T-760 Radar

Anti-Fatigue Mat

$

USA

Flush mount or ducted.
28,000 to 40,000 BTUs.

Fiske Skins Long Underwear
100% polyester fabric wicks moisture away
for quick drying. Peached finish on the
inside for added comfort and is treated
with silpure for odor control.
Search# GRD-GR

$

99 $
99
26
28
XS-XXL
XXXL

Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.
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Happy Holidays

WHEN YOUR ENGINE MEANS BUSINESS,

MILTON CAT MEANS MORE.

Milton CAT is the Northeast and upstate New York Caterpillar dealer. Our
complete range of marine power systems solutions is backed by a team with
exceptional knowledge and experience.
• More engine choices.
• More fully equipped and staffed locations.
• More support for your commercial fishing vessel, ferry, tug, or pleasure craft.
• More ordering and delivery options for unparalleled part availability.
Contacts:
(in ME, NH, VT) Stewart Tuttle, 207-885-8082, Stewart_Tuttle@miltoncat.com
(in MA, RI) Kevin Hampson, 508-634-5503, Kevin_Hampson@miltoncat.com

Trap Photo courtesy of Morris Wire & Trap

1.800.762.6374 • www.riverdale.com

$411-564#2
/+..
/+..
/#4+0'5722.+'5
/#4+0'5722.+'5
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Introducing: A Wax-Free,
100% Recyclable Box
for Lobsters and Seafood
that Really Works!

For 50-lb. Non-Leakers,
Leakers, Covers, Trays, or
for custom applications,
contact us today for
more information at
vpc@volkboxes.com
or call Frank at
(207) 571-5505.

4VQFSTIJFME#PYFT8BY
GSFF TVQFSTUSPOHBOETVQFS
XBUFSSFTJTUBOU'%"BOE
$'*"BQQSPWFE%FTJHOFEUP
NFFUZPVSSFUBJM SFTUBVSBOU
BOEGPPETFSWJDFDVTUPNFST
EFNBOEJOHTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
SFRVJSFNFOUT'JOBMMZB
SFDZDMBCMFTIJQQJOHTPMVUJPO
UIBUSFBMMZXPSLT

.PSJO4USFFU #JEEFGPSE .&rrXXXWPMLCPYFTDPN

Ready to Catch
a Tax Break?

We get it — and we’ve got 17 years’ experience helping commercial
lobstermen and ﬁshermen like you with tax planning and preparation
that keeps you from falling into the trap of overpaying.
NOW ACCEPTING NEW CLIENTS!
Call John Hallee at 207-622-3772 or email info@backrivergroup.com today.

 -AINE !VENUE s &ARMINGDALE -AINE 
[T]  s [&] 207.621.0872

Present your MLA membership
MLA MEMBERS DISCOUNT
DIRECTORY
Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc.
Dover, NH -- 20% off propeller repair.
Discounts vary by manufacturer for new
propellers,shafting and other hardware.
Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new
installations.
Back River Financial Group
Farmingdale, ME -- Free initial consultation
and review of previous tax returns.
Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 discount per drum
on multiple drum purchases (must show
current MLA card).
Coastal Hydraulics
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all in
stock items for MLA members.
Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual
subscription rate for $18.75 with MLA
membership noted on check.
Craig’s All Natural
Durham, NH -- 10% discount on all Victoinox Cutlery.

card at the following businesses and
receive generous discounts!

Friendship Trap Company
Friendship, ME -- 5% off list price on traps
purchased at the Friendship store.

Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission for MLA
members.

0DLQH&DPS2XWÀWWHUV
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and promotional product orders.

Richard Stanley Custom Boats
%DVV+DUERU0(RIIÀQDOSULFH
of hull with MLA membership

Maine Lobstermen’s Association
Kennebunk, ME--10% off to harvesters on
MLA merchandise.

Sea Rose Trap Co.
Scarborough, ME -- 5% off trap list price
when you show your MLA card.

Maine Maritime Museum
Bath, ME -- Free admission to MLA members.

Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
Falmouth, ME -- Discounted vessel insurance plus 5% discount with proof of CG
approved Drill Conductor course within
the last 5 years.

McMillan Offshore Survival Training
Belfast, ME -- 10% discount on USCG
Drill Conductor training.
National Fisherman
North Hollywood, CA -- Special annual
subscription rate.
North Atlantic Power Products
Exeter, NH -- 10% off marine gears, controls, accessories, and parts

SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- $1000 discount for hull or
top
Weathervane Seafood Inc.
Kittery, ME – 10% off mail order purchases. Just mention you are an MLA member.
1-800-914-1774.
Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
Winter Harbor, ME – 10% off picked lobster meat.
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REMARKABLE PEOPLE:

Tom Judge, Lifeflight of Maine

By Melissa Waterman

Lifeflight of Maine is a nonprofit organization. Although organized

“We are a rural state. There’s not a
lot of medical support in remote locations. And I think that all the people of Maine should have access to
health care. The further you are from
Maine Med or Penobscot Bay Medical
Center, the greater your risk of dying
from something that another person
closer to those facilities would not.”
Tom Judge looks like a mild-mannered uncle, with a gentle face and
mild blue eyes. Yet his words are
anything but mild. Judge is executive director of Lifeflight of Maine, a
nonprofit air transport medical service founded in 1998. His job is to organize and train a coterie of medical
professionals throughout the state to
be ready to offer highly sophisticated
medical aid to patients of every age
who are often located in remote areas, such as the state’s many islands,
at a moment’s notice. There is an obvious need for this service: in its 16
years of existence, Lifeflight of Maine
has served more than 18,000 people.
Lifeflight had its origins in the wake
of a tragic accident in 1993. A helicopter carrying a patient from a
community hospital in Ellsworth to
a burn center in Portland crashed off

“Emergency medicine
is universal health
care. Think about it: if
you call 911, someone
will come...”
the Atlantic coast. A nurse, paramedic and the patient drowned when the
helicopter sank; the pilot survived.
Operating under visual flight rules
(VFR) and despite numerous landing
opportunities, the pilot inexplicably
flew the helicopter until it ran out of
fuel.
It was five long years before
Eastern Maine Healthcare Systems
and Central Maine Healthcare
Corporation decided to band together to form Lifeflight of Maine. The
two medical centers asked Judge to
organize the new venture.
Maine was one of the last states in the
country to create a medical air transport service, Judge said. And yet in
ten years’ time it had become one of
the exemplary services in the nation,
named the top air medical program
in the United States and Canada in
2008. Lifeflight earned that recognition, Judge explained, due to the uncommon level of support and cooperation among its many participants.
“It takes a lot of work to make it seamless and involve so many. Because it
doesn’t operate in a big city, people
know that they have to work together,” he said.
As an example, he cites the case
of John Stevens, a lobsterman in
Brooklin. Stevens began to have
chest pains one summer day when

by Eastern Maine Healthcare Systems and Central Maine Healthcare
Corporation, it does not receive funding from them. In addition, many of
its patients have no health insurance. “We bill Maine Medicare or the insurance company if they have one,” said Judge of the flights, which may cost
$6,000 to $7,000 per trip. To cover its costs, Lifeflight created a foundation
in 2003. Donations to that foundation come from individuals, towns and
corporations. Just this summer, 56 long distance swimmers in mid-coast
Maine raised $110,000 for Lifeflight through a sponsored 3-mile swim from
Lincolnville to Isleboro.

Tom Judge, executive director of
Lifeflight of Maine. Photo by Melissa
Waterman.

he was lobstering several miles offshore. Alarmed, he eventually radioed a nearby lobsterman, who called
911. Stevens managed to get his boat
back to the dock in Naskeag where
responders from the Brooklin Fire
Department met him. Then they
waited for the ambulance from Blue
Hill to arrive. The paramedics, after evaluating Stevens, realized that
he was having a type of heart attack
that required immediate, specialized
attention. That required Lifeflight.
The fire department crew cleared a
parking lot to make a landing zone
and within 30 minutes, the helicopter arrived. Lifeflight’s medical staff
continued to treat Stevens until he
arrived at Eastern Maine Medical
Hospital in Bangor, less than one
hour after his symptoms began. He
survived his heart attack and continues to lobster from Brooklin.
To achieve this “seamless” stream of
care, a committee of 27 doctors volunteer their time to assure all aspects
of Lifeflight meet the highest standards of quality. “They meet four times
a year,” Judge explained. “There is a
high level of cooperation among all
the hospitals and practitioners.”
Lifeflight helicopters, which Judge
calls “small hospitals,” operate from
Bangor and Lewiston. In recent
years, Lifeflight has worked hard to
expand its capacity to reach anywhere in the state. It has installed
weather systems at small airports
in order to provide critical information to its pilots. There are helipads
in nearly every hospital to allow
the Lifeflight helicopters to land.
Emergency Rendezvous Points have
been established in the most remote
areas. These are typically cleared areas in the woods that are maintained
by local snowmobile clubs and other
local groups. “On the islands it’s often
the local ball field that is designated
for the helicopter,” Judge explained.
“We want to make every emergency
as predictable as possible.”
A situation on Vinalhaven some
years ago was anything but predictable. Lifeflight personnel were on the
Continued on page 25

A fundraising campaign is now underway to add a third helicopter to
Lifeflight’s fleet. Photo by Melissa Waterman.

In November, Linda Bean made a dramatic donation to the foundation. She
gave $3 million toward the $6 million cost of a third Lifeflight helicopter.
While Lifeflight averages one to two calls per 12-hour shift, “There were
more than 500 times last year we got calls we couldn’t answer,” Judge said at
a press conference announcing the donation. “Many of our coastal fishing
families live on remote islands like Frenchboro, Vinalhaven, Monhegan and
Matinicus. When time is of the essence and a person is in trouble, Lifeflight
is there,” Bean said at the press conference.

HYDRO-SLAVE
SAME DAY SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

“THINKING OF BUILDING A NEW BOAT?”
LET US QUOTE YOU ON A POWER STEERING OR A POT HAULER.
HAULERS AVAILABLE 8” TO 17”
• ALUMINUM BACKPLATE
• POLISHED STAINLESS BACKPLATE
• ALL STAINLESS HARDWARE
POWER STEERING AVAILABLE IN 5 CLASSES
• UP TO 120 FEET
• STAINLESS QUADRANT ASSEMBLIES
• STAINLESS HELMS
16” SPOKED WHEEL
• BRONZE
• CHROME

ELECTRIC CLUTCHES

HIGH EFFICIENCY VANE
PUMP
$544.70

5.5 HP HONDA POWER UNIT
• 11GPM @ 1500 PSI 2 Stage Pump
• Light, Versatile and Portable
• This unit will power 10”
and 12” and 14” Haulers
• Ideal for outboards and
other small boats
• Log Splitter

DUAL RAM
QUADRANT ASSEMBLY

• 100% Stainless Steel construction
• Rudder side thrust eliminated
• no stress on boat timbers

OUR NEW GENERATION SUPER BLOCKS
• 4” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 5” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 2000 lb. Capacity
• Sealed tapered
roller bearings
• Aluminum Sheaves
• Stainless Sheaves

WORLD’S LARGEST POT HAULER MFG. FOR OVER 40 YEARS
Call John for more information 1-800-747-7550 • Or visit us on
the internet: http://www.midcoast.com/~marinhyd/

MARINE HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
17 Gordon Drive • Rockland, Maine • Fax: 207-594-9721
Email: marinhyd@midcoast.com
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SAFETY AT SEA:
By David Gelinas
One of the newer electronic instruments currently found on ships and
aboard some smaller vessels is the
Automatic Information System (AIS).
As of December 2004, all vessels of
over 300 Gross Tons on international
voyages are required to have a “Class
A” AIS transponder. All commercial
traffic calling in Maine waters such
as tankers, freighters, cruise ships,
and tug boats have AIS.
AIS allows vessel operators to “see”
one another on a display screen or,
more beneficially, on an electronic plotting device such as a chart
plotter, radar, laptop, or Electronic
Chart Display & Information System
(ECDIS). Information typically available includes vessel name, position,
speed, and navigational status. AISequipped vessel operators are able to
see other AIS vessels, usually within
VHF range, even if such vessels are
located on the far side of an island or
beyond the practical range of radar.
AIS operates by using two VHF frequencies and relies on the Global
Positioning System (GPS) satellite
system for precise timing and position information. The two VHF frequencies ensure that at least one will
be available regardless of interference, allowing for continuous com-

Automatic Information System — “Can you see me now?”
munication with other vessels. The
precision timing afforded by the GPS
enables AIS receivers to automatically communicate with one another, and prioritizes communications
between vessels according to their
proximity to each other.
While ships and other commercial
vessels are required to use type “A”
AIS units, the more affordable “Class
B” units are showing up more frequently on smaller vessels. Class B
AIS units operate at a lower power
and with less communication frequency than Class A units, but still
mesh seamlessly into the AIS system. These units can use an existing
VHF antenna with the addition of a
splitter and only require the mounting of a separate small GPS antenna.
This is the type of unit that would be
used on a small fishing vessel such
as a lobster boat. A more detailed
technical explanation of the AIS system can be found on the U.S. Coast
Guard’s Navigation Center Web page,
and from various manufacturers’
information made available on the
Internet.
The Captain of a fishing vessel
equipped with AIS would be able
to see the position of all commercial vessels on the waterway, as
well as other small vessels similarly
equipped. They would be able to see

AIS-based chart plotter showing AIS targets, as seen from outgoing tugboat
Atlantic Coast transiting Two Bush Channel. An outbound ship is ahead of
the tug, and the pilot boat is outbound to rendezvous with both vessels further
offshore. D. Gelinas image.
the name, course, range, and speed
of an approaching vessel. Some AIS
units offer a programmable Closest
Point of Approach (CPA) alarm function. Communications between
AIS-equipped vessels are greatly
enhanced, as you can call a particular vessel by name, instead of the
sometimes anxious VHF broadcast
on channel 16: “Calling the boat approaching my starboard bow…”
In addition to the obvious benefits
of avoiding collisions, perhaps the
greatest benefit of fishing vessels
adopting AIS is enhanced safety in a
search-and-rescue situation. While

we all carry EPIRBs, bear in mind that
the EPIRB system relies on rescue efforts coordinated from shore. In a
crisis situation where every moment
counts, it’s likely that the closest vessel that could render timely assistance is another fishing vessel. With
AIS, as long as the distressed vessel’s
AIS unit still has power, that vessel’s
position will show up on the chart
plotter of any other AIS-equipped
fishing vessel within VHF range, even
if the vessels are separated by a land
mass. Further, in rough weather, the
useful range of radar can be severely
limited due to sea state. It can be exContinued on page 23

BAIT
Why buy second hand?
Buy Fresh! Buy Direct!
Herring
g • Redfish • Pogies
g
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Fair winds and following seas
by Patrice McCarron
The life of a lobsterman isn’t for everyone, but for most who have built their
careers hauling trap after trap, it is the only career worth choosing. What
could be better? You are your own boss, you own your boat and gear, you
spend your days outdoors on the water and you get to enjoy all the splendor
Mother Nature can offer. Most lobstermen could not imagine living any other
life.
But this perfect career does have its down side. Fishing has the distinction
of being one of the most dangerous jobs in the world. It’s hard to imagine
danger when you go to haul on those gorgeous, calm, sunny days in July. But
the reality is palpable when Mother Nature’s fury turns those gentle breezes
into gales and calm seas into choppy swells. Lobstermen have a strong work
ethic; it is easy to push the limits even when the wind is howling and the seas
are running hard.
Sadly, 2014 will be one of those years which reminds us of how easily things
can turn bad out there. This was a year when too many of our own were lost
to the sea , when those seemingly manageable days took a turn for the worse.
Two lobstermen were lost overboard, found tangled in lobster gear; two others were lost when a lobster boat capsized in rough seas.
The MLA offers its sincere condolences to the friends and families of those
lobstermen lost at sea this year. We wish you fair winds and following seas.
Minh Voong (age 55), Nahant, MA
Jeremy Philbrook (age 36), F/V Outnumbered, Vinalhaven, ME
Tom Hammond (age 27), F/V No Limits, Cushing, ME
Tyler Sawyer (age 15), F/V No Limits, Cushing, ME

Fresh
19 Front Street, Rockland
594-0405

Frozen
20 New County Rd., Rockland
542-1856

OharaBait.com
Serving Maine fishermen for over 65 years

As we mourn these tragic losses, please take some time to think about your
health and safety at sea. Be sure that you have all of the necessary safety
equipment onboard your vessel, that it is in proper working condition and
that you and your crew are trained to use it. Be sure to always have access to
a knife and think about wearing a PFD and a personal EPIRB when you are
fishing. You must always respect the power of the ocean and you must always
be prepared. It just might save your life.
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT HEALTH INSURANCE
ENROLLMENT IN 2015
By April Gilmore McNutt and
Melissa Waterman
Threading one’s way through the
labyrinth of the Affordable Care Act
health insurance program can be
tricky. People who are already enrolled with healthcare.gov must be
sure to update their application before December 15 if they expect any
changes to household income or size
in the next year. This will ensure uninterrupted coverage in January, 2015.
Those who are not in the program
right now must complete an application before February 15, 2015, or face
heavy penalties when tax time comes
around.
The subsidies available through
healthcare.gov are based on family size and income. Individuals and
families enrolled through healthcare.
gov whose income is below a certain
level can qualify for federal subsidies
that will bring the monthly premium
cost down to an affordable level. For
most lobstermen, annual income
changes. Thus updating your application on healthcare.gov is particularly important.

can earn up to $95,400 and still qualify for a subsidy (more information
is available at www.healthcare.gov/
qualifying-for-lower-costs-chart/).
If you didn’t qualify last year based
on your 2014 projected income, you
might this year.
You also must consider the ramifications if your income was higher than
what you estimated on your original application. If a family’s income
was more than what was orginally
estimated, the family could lose its
health insurance subsidy in 2015.
That change will depend on how
much greater the actual income was
compared to the estimated income.
For example, if a family of two estimated their adjusted gross income
would be $50,000 last year and they
ended up making over $62,000, they
may lose the subsidy or see a greatly
reduced subsidy for 2015.
There are two scenarios if you do not
update your application depending
on whether or not you authorized
healthcare.gov to access your current tax information to verify your
income and assess your eligibility

for subisidies. If you do not update
your application, and did not authorize healthcare.gov to access your tax
information, you will automatically
be reenrolled in your same plan, if

Anyone currently paying for health insurance
through healthcare.gov
can change plans during the open enrollment
period, November 15 to
February 15, 2015.
it is still offered, but you will pay the
full price of your monthly premium
– ouch! Simply not updating will result in paying full price for a plan that
formerly had subsidies to help lower
the cost – at least until your income
is verified.
If you do not update your application
but did authorize healthcare.gov to
acces your tax information, you will
be automatically reenrolled in your
current plan, but your subsidy will

One family with three children whom
I worked with during the previous
enrollment period did not qualify for
a subsidy last year. They chose to enroll anyway. This year their income
level was different. The family reapplied through healthcare.gov and
found a lower-priced plan with even
better benefits, and they qualified for
a subsidy.
So, if you didn’t qualify last year for
a subsidy, it’s worth taking another
look this year. The Federal Poverty
Level, which is a measure used to
help determine how much financial
help a consumer can get to pay for
coverage, was increased this year. The
rule of thumb is that if your income
is less than four times the Federal
Poverty Level, you can receive a subsidy toward your health insurance
premiums. For an individual, you can
earn up to $46,680; a family of four

From left to right, MLA president David Cousens, MLA health insurance
Navigator April McNutt with with Christie Hager, Region 1 Director of U.S.
Dept of Health and Human Services and Mayor Brennan of Portland at a
November press conference announcing the opening of the Health Insurance
Marketplace. MLA photo.

Joe continued from page 4

I have seen the highs and lows in
several fisheries. Shrimp, soft shell
clams, scallops, urchins — the list
goes on and on. During my career, I
have observed the Northern shrimp
fishery come back three times. I believe these other fisheries will also
come back.

that this practice has led to record
landings and a sustainable fishery.

The lobster resource has weathered
all of this and continues to thrive.
Record-breaking landings continue.
I would like to think all of us had a
hand in this. One practice that has
impressed me the most is the high
rate of voluntary compliance within
the lobster fishery. It is obvious that
lobster fishermen have bought into
our conservation laws and rules and
comply with them. It is my opinion

I will miss you all.

During the past 40 years it has been
an honor to serve you and the State
of Maine. I have had the privilege to
be part of the commercial fishing industry.

G o o d luck and stay safe.

be adjusted – up, down or eliminated
– based on the income reported in
your most recent tax filing.
A great reason to take another look at
what’s available this year on healthcare.gov is that there are more plans
available. Last year there were just
two companies offering health insurance through Maine’s health insurance exchange: Maine Community
Health Options and Anthem. Now
for 2015, a third company, Harvard
Pilgrim, will also be offering plans.
All three companies offer qualified
health plans that cover the essential
health benefits that are required to
be covered by insurance plans under
the Affordable Care Act. The rates
are competitive and can be found at
www.healthcare.gov/see-plans/.
Do you want to shop for a new plan?
Anyone currently paying for health
insurance through healthcare.gov
can change plans during the open
enrollment period, November 15 to
February 15, 2015. However, if you
reenroll this year with a different
company, it is your responsibility to
let your former insurance provider
know that you have moved to a new
company. Healthcare.gov does not
notify the companies when someone moves to a different company.
So, if you switch companies, be sure
to cancel your old policy so that you
don’t continue to get billed for your
old plan.
So what to do? Start by updating your
application at www.healthcare.gov
as soon as you can. If you don’t have
access to a computer or would prefer to work with someone by phone,
the healthcare.gov call center can
enroll you over the phone at 1-800318-2596. If you find yourself truly
lost in the labyrinth, give us a call at
the Maine Lobstermen’s Association
(967-4555). MLA’s trained Navigators
will help you find the best health insurance for yourself and your family
at the lowest cost possible.
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THE LOBSTERING WOMEN OF VINALHAVEN
Dyer -- into a livelihood that she enjoys and is proud of.

By Shelley Wigglesworth
More and more women can be found
working alongside lobstermen on
Maine waters these days and are
making their presence known in an
industry that has been predominantly operated by their male counterparts for decades. According to the
Department of Marine Resources, 4
percent of the state’s 5,171 commercial lobster licenses are held by women. However, a much larger number work as sternmen all along the
coast. One place with a large number of lobsterwomen is the island of
Vinalhaven. I caught up with three
of these hardworking women to find
out what led them to fishing and to
listen to their views on their lives as
lobstermen.
Leslie Dyer was born and raised on
Vinalhaven and has been a third
man on the F/V Lila Rose for the last
three years. Dyer’s roots in the commercial fishing industry date back
several generations. “My namesake,
Leslie Dyer, Sr., my great-grandfather, was one of the founders of the
Maine Lobstermen’s Association. His
son, Les Dyer Jr. was my grandfather
and also lobstered for many years.
Basically my whole family is in the
business now, including my dad and
my brother. I come from a long line of
fishermen,” she said.

“The feeling of accomplishment at
the end of the day, after I’ve helped
haul an average of 300 traps and see
the catch and realize that I can do it
is a good feeling,” Dyer said. “I have
tried to set a good work ethic and be
a good example for my kids, too. They
know how hard I work to provide for
them.”

said. Bickford is the mother of two
teenage children and also holds a
Certified Nursing Assistant License.
She said she fell into lobstering by chance. “When I moved to
Vinalhaven I saw a few women working on the water and figured, ‘Hey

Though proud of her work, Dyer
also noted the grueling physical aspect of fishing as well. “I have aches
and pains I never had until I worked
aboard a boat.” Despite this, she said
the payoff is well worth it for her.
“Having a good haul and catch and
hoping my check will reflect what we
have reaped from the sea makes up
for everything.”

Wendy Bickford and a large halibut. W. Bickford photo.

The divorced mother of three with a
master’s degree in fine arts explained
how she got into lobstering for a living. “It’s not usually a profession that
a 39-year-old woman gets into, but
it was a job, and as a single mom I
needed the income,” Dyer said. What
started out as a way to make money
eventually grew into much more for
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Kachina Watt has been a sternman
aboard the F/V Star Fisher with Steve
Rosen since 2010. Like Dyer, Watt was
born and raised on Vinalhaven. “My
parents passed when I was young and
my older brother took over guardianship of me when I was 11. He was a
sternman and was known around
the island as one of the fastest and
hardest-working sternmen around. I
enjoyed listening to him tell stories
of being on the boat and catching all
kinds of lobsters. It made me really
want to do it too. Later on, my boyfriend in high school had his lobster
license and an outboard boat so in
the summer I would go with him,”
Watt explained. She gave college a
try after graduating from high school
in 2000 but eventually returned to
the island to fish and has been doing
just that ever since. Watt has no regrets whatsoever. “I love lobstering,
although it can be very discouraging in the spring when there is nothing to be caught. Some days in the
spring after bait and fuel I end up owing money! We haul ten-trap strings,
15-trap strings and 12-trap trawls.
Sometimes I’m tired and I hurt but in
the end I love it. I get plenty of time to
rest in the winter months.” Watt feels
she is doing exactly what she is supposed to be doing and sees lobstering
as a life-long career. “I will work in
the stern of a boat until I physically
cannot do it anymore,” she said.
Wendy Bickford was born and raised
in Rockland but has lived and worked
on Vinalhaven for the past 15 years.
“I come from a lobstering family,” she
explained “My dad, Robert Cross Jr.,
was a fisherman in Rockland waters
through my entire childhood,” she

Leslie Dyer hard at work. Photo
courtesy of L. Dyer.
why not me?’ The job opportunities
are limited here and we all have bills
to pay,” Bickford said. “So I got my
hands on a site, tried the work and
succeeded. I have been on the water
ever since.”
Bickford hauls on the F/V Starlight
Express. She commented on two of
the aspects of her job she most enjoys. “A person sees many beautiful things on the water. I have seen
things many may never see in a lifetime, and I like that my job keeps me
fit,” she explained. What Bickford
doesn’t always enjoy is the unpredictable and sometimes unforgiving
weather conditions all fishermen are
subject to. “Having to haul on really
rough days or in extremely cold temperatures along with harsh seas and
the long hours can really take a toll,”
she said.
Eventually, Bickford would like to go
back to school and obtain a nursing
degree, but for now she is content
lobstering. That’s not to say a little
credit now and again wouldn’t be appreciated. “I believe fishermen and
women work extremely hard for their
money. I feel the people who make
the calls and decide the price of the
product don’t really understand how
hard we work to bring that delicacy
to the world. It is backbreaking work
all the way around and I feel that is
overlooked a lot,” she said.
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the return from Midnight Mass after a day-long fast. Derived from the
French word for ‘awakening’, the
Réveillon feast revived diners and
also symbolized an awakening to the
meaning of Christ’s birth.
Through the years, Réveillon meals
have become more opulent and luxurious. While there is no set menu,
oysters, escargots, foie gras, scallops
and lobster are commonly featured
in restaurants and in the homes of
those hosting the feast. In 2013,
France imported $35 million of U.S.
lobster. More than a third of that lobster was delivered in December, prior
to the holiday celebrations. The 2014
Christmas Eve menu of Le Meurice,
one of the premier, three-star restau-

rants in Paris, includes oysters, scallops, sea bass, game pie and lobster
with Jerusalem artichokes and black
truffle, all for the eye-watering price
of €650 (yes, that’s roughly $800).
Réveillon celebrations may also take
place on New Year’s Eve both in
France and in other locations such as
New Orleans or Quebec.
The United Kingdom is primarily a Protestant country. The main
Christmas meal is celebrated on
December 25th and traditionally includes items such as roast turkey or
goose, Brussels sprouts, bread sauce,
pigs in a blanket (sausages wrapped
in bacon) and lashings of gravy. But
over the last decade an increasing
number of British consumers have

A scene from British supermarket Lidl’s Christmas TV commercial. Photo
courtesy of Nigel Davies.

been selecting seafood as the focal
point of their festive feasts. British
grocery stores have seen recordbreaking seasonal demand for luxury
fish and shellfish in December. In
2011, industry experts estimated the
speciality fish market at Christmas
to be worth as much as £20 million (roughly $31 million) and it was
growing by 15 per cent annually.
United Kingdom supermarkets are
capitalizing on this trend. Seven
major British grocery stores, which
represent almost 90% of the British
grocery market, are featuring frozen
Canadian lobster in their range of
Christmas products. Often this lobster is promoted at cut-rate prices.
The advertising agency I work for,
TBWA, just released a Christmas TV
commercial for the discount supermarket Lidl. The ad shows people
feasting on a deluxe range of Lidl
products, including Canadian lobster. The 2014 Christmas advertisement for the discount supermarket
Iceland features a celebrity holding
up a package of frozen lobster, exclaiming, “whole Canadian lobster…
for a fiver!”
The British retailers behind these
ads are using lobster to symbolize the quality and luxuriousness of
their holiday product range but at a
budget price, hoping to lure in more
middle-class shoppers. The discount
cost of the crustaceans is a headlinegrabbing public relations exercise in

Christina Lemieux Oragano grew up
in a lobstering family in Cutler. Now
living in London, she published How
To Catch A Lobster In Down East
Maine and writes for her blog, Mainelylobster.com. Photo courtesy of C.
Lemieux.

itself. The low price makes a good
newspaper headline: “Now we can
ALL eat lobster: Budget supermarket Morrisons unveils £10 Christmas
crustacean” or “A real catch! Iceland
unveils plans for £5 Christmas lobster.”
As Europeans sit down to this year’s
holiday feasts, some will be partaking
in age-old traditions while others will
be participating in modern trends.
Regardless of the reason, it is wonderful to know the exceptional role
lobster plays in celebrations during
such a special time of year.

MLA continued from page 11

MAINE DREDGE TEAM

sider disposal of the rock at the Cape
Arundel Dump Site.

tional information needed to move
forward with the project.

Maine’s Dredge Team met in October
to discuss the status of Maine projects. Mark Habel from the Army
Corps of Engineers (ACOE) provided
updates on Maine’s dredge improvement projects:

Portland Harbor There has been no
further discussion of deepening
of the federal channel in Portland
Harbor.

Ed O’Donnell of ACOE provided updates on federal maintenance dredging projects in Maine which the
ACOE is currently working on.

Blue Hill This project is pending,
awaiting approval by the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (requested in
December 2013) that is needed for
the ACOE to execute a cost-sharing
agreement with the Town of Blue Hill.

Scarborough River An ACOE contractor was scheduled to resume maintenance dredging in November; the
prior contractor encountered difficulties and did not complete the project last year during the fall-winter
period when construction activity
was allowed.

Searsport Harbor The ACOE has
proposed additional sampling and
testing methodology developed in
consultation with the EPA. The methodology has been shared with NMFS
and Maine DEP for review and comment. Therefore, the ACOE has delayed until mid-February, 2015, submission to the state of its consistency
determination and application for
water quality certification pending
completion of additional sediment
sampling and testing.
Piscataqua River (Portsmouth Harbor)
The ACOE’s Civil Works Review
Board has approved the project and
ACOE has initiated the next round
of review of the project. Next steps
including consultation with the governors of Maine, New Hampshire,
and Massachusetts; finalizing the
Chief of Engineer’s report in order
to secure federal funding for the project. ACOE continues to communicate with local officials in Wells and
in Massachusetts about options for
beneficial use of project-generated
sand for beach nourishment, and
with Kittery officials about beneficial
use of project-generated rock. Absent
a beneficial use, ACOE would con-

Great Chebeague Island This project
is pending, awaiting approval by
the Assistant Secretary of the Army
(requested in October 2014) that is
needed to execute a cost-sharing
agreement with Chebeague Island.
The town still needs to decide on
the scope of the proposed project,
options for which include dredging the channel and turning basin
or, alternatively, these areas plus an
anchorage area. The cost of disposal
at the Portland Disposal Site may be
prohibitive so the project needs a disposal area in Casco Bay in order to be
economically feasible.
Camden Harbor The ACOE is in the
preliminary stages of assessing potential work on the harbor’s inner
and outer breakwaters.
Saco River (Section 111 project at
Camp Ellis) The ACOE and Fish and
Wildlife Service have reached agreement on how to address Endangered
Species Act issues connected to the
project. ACOE is considering addi-

Portland Harbor The ACOE completed maintenance dredging earlier
this year. The project involved dredging and disposal of a lesser volume of
material than estimated. An EPA enforcement action against the contractor for a dumping violation is pending.
Kennebunk River The ACOE completed maintenance dredging this year.
Wells Harbor The ACOE completed
maintenance dredging earlier this
year. The ACOE secured funds to return to the project in August to address shoaling conditions.
Royal River The maintenance dredging that is currently underway. The
ACOE proposed a change in the haul
route based on updated information
about shoaling. This change required
lobstermen to relocate their gear to
avoid gear loss. The ACOE acknowledged that it needs to improve its
outreach to the fishing community to

provide timely information on where
and when maintenance dredgingrelated activities are planned. Mark
Bergeron (DEP) emphasized the
importance of such timely ACOE
outreach and related coordination
with other state agencies whenever
a material change to the project as
reviewed and approved by the State
is proposed. A second dredging contractor will be dredging private marina and boatyard facilities.
York Harbor The ACOE is nearing
completion of the planning and environmental analysis needed to submit
its proposal to the state for coastal
zone management consistency and
water quality certification approvals.
Beals Island and Pig Island Gut, Saco
River, Biddeford Pool, Cape Porpoise,
Pepperell Cove, Josias River, and
Stonington Harbor The ACOE is in the
early planning stages for these shallow-draft projects which serve ports
that do not handle a large amount of
cargo. When funding finally becomes
available the environmental approvals for the Beals Island and Pig Island
Gut projects may need to be renewed. The ACOE is considering options for coordinating the Saco River
channel and Biddeford Pool maintenance dredging projects with the
Camp Ellis Section 111 restoration
project. The Cape Porpoise project
would generate more than 80,000 cubic yards of dredged material, which
is the per project limit for use of the
Cape Arundel Disposal Site.
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YOU’VE BEEN SLIMED! THE STRANGE AND SLIPPERY HAGFISH
By Sarah Paquette
Hagfish, sometimes called slime eels,
are strange creatures. As their name
suggests, these eels produce slime,
which they use to defend themselves
from predators. When threatened,
a hagfish produces a sticky mucus
from numerous glands that run along
its snake-like body to clog the gills of
its attacker.

good alternative to fabrics like Lycra
or nylon, which are made from oil.
However, a large supply of hagfish
slime would be needed to produce
fabric in marketable quantities and
scientists have yet to find a way to
maximize slime production. “We
know very little about hagfish reproduction, and no one has ever gotten
hagfish to breed in captivity, amazing as that sounds,” Douglas Fudge,
head of a Guelph University research
project on hagfish, said in a 2013 BBC
article.

Hagfish are found in deep, cold
waters worldwide. In the Atlantic
Ocean, they range from Greenland
to Florida. They prefer muddy ocean
bottom where they spend time in
burrows. These eel-like fish have
no bones, no fins, and no real jaw,
though they do have two rows of
teeth in their mouth. They are considered the most primitive vertebrate
species living or dead. In fact, hagfish
fossils can be dated back 300 million
years and appear almost identical to
a hagfish today.

Hagfish are scavengers and prey
mostly on shrimp, worms, and crabs,
as well as dead and decaying fish and
mammals. Though hagfish are nearly
blind, they have four pairs of tentacles around their mouth that they
use to locate food through touch and
smell.
A fishery for hagfish has been present in the Gulf of Maine since the
late 1980s. Hagfish are used as a food
product and their skin (which has no
scales) is used for products that typically are made of leather, like wallets.
According to NOAA, “[Hagfish] are
caught using modified 55-gallon
plastic barrels, called hagfish pots,
attached to sinking line and buoys.
Typically 20 to 40 traps are deployed
in a string for a small commercial
vessel and 80 to 200 traps for larger
vessels (NEFSC 2003). A series of funneled holes in the side of the barrel
allow hagfish to enter the baited pot
but doesn’t allows them to escape.
Several rows of 3/8” holes allow
smaller animals to escape the traps.”
All hagfish are exported whole to
Korea.

For hagfish, slime is their protection. Photo courtesy of S. Sower,
Univeristy of New Hampshire.
When the mucus mixes with salt
water, it expands to form a gelatinous glob of clear slime. The slime
is made up of very small but strong
fibers. Scientists are just starting
to understand the qualities of this
slime and have been looking into using it for various applications. When
dried, the slime fibers become silky.
Scientists think these fibers may be a

Annual hagfish landings are unknown as reporting is not required,
but a data collection program has
been proposed by the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) to
assist in future management of the
species.

Hagfish, despite their slime, are considered a delicacy in South Korea. Photo
courtesy of S. Sower, Univeristy of New Hampshire.
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DMR LOBSTER VIOLATION REPORT
SEPTEMBER - NOVEMBER, 2014
Last Name

First Name

Town

Viol Description

Adjud Date

Adjud Fine
SUM

Adjud
Decision
Code

BURKE

BRET

ADDISON

UNMARKED LOBSTER BUOYS

02-Sep-2014

100.00

G

BURGESS

KEVIN

HARBORSIDE

POSSESSION OF ONE MUTILATED V-NOTCH LOBSTER

07-Oct-2014

600.00

G

JOY

KYLE

BIRCH HARBOR

LOBSTER AND CRAB FISHING WITHOUT A CLASS 2 LI CENSE

07-Oct-2014

500.00

G

EATON

BRIAN

DEER ISLE

VIOLATION OF ZONE B/C LOBSTER TAG REQUIREMENT (20
UNTAGGED TRAPS)

07-Oct-2014

1250.00

G

FOWLER

RALPH

FRANKLIN

HAULING LOBSTER GEAR WITHOUT A LICENSE

06-Oct-2014

500.00

G

GENTHNER

RODNEY

FRIENDSHIP

CLASS I LICENSE HOLDER OPERATING WITH A STERNMAN

06-Oct-2014

500.00

DEF

MCINTIRE

CHRISTOPHER

HARPSWELL

EXCEEDING LOBSTER/CRAB CLASS II LICENSE LIMITATIONS

03-Nov-2014

500.00

G

GRAY

THEODORE

ORLAND

SELLING / POSSESSION OF 269 SHORT LOBSTERS

17-Oct-2014

30200.00

G

DOUGHTY

BRUCE

PERRY

POSSESSION OF THREE OVERSIZE LOBSTERS

08-Oct-2014

800.00

G

MILLER

ZACHARY

TENANTS HARBOR

POSSESSION OF 19 SHORT LOBSTERS

27-Oct-2014

3800.00

G

CIRONE

ERNEST

ADDISON

LOBSTER FISHING METHODS - UNMARKED BUOYS

02-Sep-2014

100.00

G

GRAY

THEODORE

ORLAND

SELLING/POSSESSION OF 123 V-NOTCH / MUTILATED
LOBSTERS

17-Oct-2014

29420.00

G

MELQUIST

ERIC

TENANTS HARBOR

EXCEEDING CLASS 1 LOBSTER AND CRAB LICENSE

10-Nov-2014

500.00

G

MCMAHAN

MICHAEL

GEORGETOWN

FISHING NINE UNTAGGED LOBSTER TRAPS

08-Sep-2014

850.00

G

Suspension
Flag

Y

TRUNDY

SCOTT

HANCOCK

HAULING GEAR WITHOUT A LICENSE

06-Oct-2014

500.00

G

ALLEY

SHIRLEY

JONESPORT

MOLESTING LOBSTER FISHING GEAR

28-Oct-2014

100.00

G

Y

GRAY

THEODORE

ORLAND

MOLESTING LOBSTER GEAR

17-Oct-2014

560.00

G

Y

AMES

WESTON

SPRUCE HEAD

FISHING 6 UNTAGGED LOBSTER TRAPS

18-Nov-2014

550.00

G

CUSHMAN

LEWIS

STEUBEN

POSSESSION OF FIVE SHORT LOBSTERS

29-Sep-2014

1221.00

G

MURDOCK

BEN

MONHEGAN ISLAND

FISHING LOBSTER GEAR INSIDE THE MONHEGAN
CONSERVATION AREA DURING A CLOSED PERIOD

06-Nov-2014

100.00

G

BEAUREGARD

MICHAEL

MOODY

MOLESTING LOBSTER GEAR

17-Sep-2014

500.00

FILE

JUDECKI

ROBERT

SOUTH THOMASTON

TAKE/SELL TWO (2) FEMALE V-NOTCH-MUTILATED LOBSTERS

04-Nov-2014

700.00

G

DOW

PATRICK

STOCKTON SPRINGS

POSSESSION OF 4 SHORT LOBSTERS

30-Sep-2014

900.00

G

LARRABEE

ARRON

BLUE HILL

POSSESSION OF 7 V-NOTCH MUTILATED LOBSTERS

17-Sep-2014

1400.00

G

HUBBARD

LUKE

CAPE NEDDICK

MOLESTING LOBSTER GEAR

17-Sep-2014

100.00

G

POORS

JACOB

HANCOCK

HAULING LOBSTER GEAR NOT REGISTERED TO VESSEL

06-Oct-2014

250.00

G

TOOTHAKER

QUINTEN

HARPSWELL

FISHING 5 UNTAGGED LOBSTER TRAPS

09-Sep-2014

500.00

G

LYONS

DEREK

LUBEC

HAULING LOBSTER GEAR IN A CLOSED PERIOD

07-Oct-2014

250.00

G

MILLER

ZACHARY

TENANTS HARBOR

FISHING 6 UNTAGGED LOBSTER TRAPS

02-Oct-2014

670.00

G

REDIMARKER

JASON

ADDISON

POSSESSION OF TWO SHORT LOBSTERS

07-Oct-2014

800.00

G

SEAVEY

KENNETH

SEAL COVE

FISHING 8 UNTAGGED LOBSTER TRAPS

07-Oct-2014

650.00

G

JUDECKI

ROBERT

SOUTH THOMASTON

TAKE/SELL FIVE (5) FEMALE LOBSTERS FROM WHICH EGGS
WERE ARTIFICIALLY REMOVED

04-Nov-2014

2500.00

G

BUBAR

RICHARD

STONINGTON

VIOLATION OF ZONE B/C LOBSTER TRAP TAG REQUIREMENT (9
UNTAGGED TRAPS)

07-Oct-2014

750.00

DEF

WEED

RONALD

STONINGTON

FISHING 6 LOBSTER TRAPS WITHOUT 2014 TAGS

07-Oct-2014

950.00

DEF

EATON

JEFFREY

DEER ISLE

VIOLATION OF ZONE B/C LOBSTER TRAP TAG REQUIREMENTS 9 UNTAGGED TRAPS

07-Oct-2014

750.00

G

INGRISH

GEORGE

MACHIASPORT

POSSESSION OF 4 SHORT LOBSTERS

07-Oct-2014

900.00

G

WHITTEN

MATTHEW

SOUTH PORTLAND

THREE UNTAGGED TRAPS

23-Sep-2014

150.00

G

JOHNSON

RUSSELL

TENANTS HARBOR

HAULING LOBSTER GEAR FROM AN UNDECLARED VESSEL

30-Oct-2014

250.00

G

Y

Y

ADMINISTRATIVE SUSPENSIONS - SUSPENSIONS WITH ADJUDICATION AND/OR CONVICTIONS
Last Name

First Name

Town

Viol Description

Admin susp.

Suspension
Flag

JOHNSON

ANDREW

HARPSWELL

FISHING 50 UNTAGGED LOBSTER TRAPS

Admin susp.

Y

HYSON

EVAN

BOOTHBAY

MOLESTING LOBSTER GEAR

Admin susp.

Y

PINKHAM

IRA

GEORGETOWN

POSSESSION OF 218 SHORT LOBSTERS

Admin susp.

Y

DMR has the authority to suspend a lobster license administratively. These license holders have not yet been convicted of a violation in court.
AIS continued from page 18

tremely difficult to look for a small
vessel by radar alone in gale or storm
conditions.
The benefits of AIS are so compelling
that since 2010 the Global Marine
Distress and Safety System (GMDSS)
has authorized the use of AIS-based
Search and Rescue Transponders
(AIS SART) as an alternative to radarbased transponders. There are even
AIS-based Personal Locator Beacons
(PLBs) available for crew rescue.
This is a very cursory look at the AIS
system. Having used it since its inception, I can attest to the benefits

it brings to AIS-equipped vessels. It
may have started out on the big ships,
but the enhanced safety to smaller
vessels is just as significant. A standalone AIS unit can be purchased for
under $900; the latest generation of
marine VHF radios are now available with built-in AIS as an option,
at a cost of less than $400. Consider
this cost an investment in the safety
of your crew, your vessel, and yourself. Encourage other fishermen active in your area to consider adding
AIS to their vessels. The more vessels
equipped with AIS, the larger the
safety net will be in an emergency.

Captain David Gelinas is
President of the Penobscot Bay
and River Pilots Association,
and is a member of the Maine
and New Hampshire Port Safety
Forum. He can be reached at
pilots@penbaypilots.com. Photo
courtesy of D. Gelinas.
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WINTER’S HERE, IT’S TIME TO GO ICE FISHING!
Moosehead. “I’ll be out there if the
weather is good, but not if it’s brutal. When it’s brutal, we’ll stay in the
camp. We can see when the flag goes
up. Someone will run out. Usually the
person whose drink ran out has to go.
When we travel to another place with
friends, we often take an ice shack or
two,” he said.

By Nancy Griffin
It’s a relatively inexpensive hobby
and it offers exercise, fresh air, the
opportunity to socialize and possibly
even free food. What’s not to like?
Some might be put off by the fact that
it takes place on the frozen surface of
a lake or river, but its many fans are
not deterred. The sport is ice fishing, practiced every winter by hardy
Mainers and cold-weather tourists.
Ice fishing can be enjoyed solo or
with a gang, with or without kids. It
is useful but not necessary to have
an ice shack for protection from the
wind and, if the shack is big enough,
to hold a stove for cooking and heating.
“It’s not real high-tech. You need an
auger, traps and bait. And you have
to dress warm. That’s about it,” said
Dave Cousens of South Thomaston,
president of the Maine Lobstermen’s
Association (MLA) Board and a
longtime ice fisherman. “It’s not an
expensive hobby.” He’s been at it for
more than 20 years and has instilled a
love for the practice in his three sons.
Michael Cushman, 38, a lobsterman
from Tenants Harbor, has been enjoying ice fishing for 20 years as well, the
same time he’s been lobstering on his
own. Now he takes his kids half the
time he fishes and goes with friends
the other half.

After a long season fishing for lobster, many of Maine’s lobstermen head inland with
friends and family to try their hand at ice fishing. Photo by Karen Zimmermann.

“It’s great for kids. It used to be more
about fishing for me, but now it’s
more about the whole experience,
cooking, teaching kids.” His three
sons, from 6 to 13, often go and occasionally his daughter, age 11. “But
she prefers ice skating to fishing,” he
laughed.
Cushman has two ice shacks. Usually
he fishes “all over Knox County,”
including the 23-acre pond by his

house, where he catches bass. Once
a year, his brother, a nephew and
a bunch of friends load up his two
shacks and head for a rented house
on Sebago Lake. “We cook in one
shack, socialize,” he explained, “and
fish in another. It’s great.”
Rules for ice fishing can be found
on the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife (IF&W) Web
site, along with a list of derbies that
offer prizes ranging from small gift
cards to the Sebago Lake contest,
which has a $100,000 prize.
Cousens never goes to derbies, because, he said, “I’m not competitive.
I just do it for fun.” Cushman usually
goes to the Sebago derby and another at Crystal Lake. “I don’t expect to
win, it’s just a good social time. My
son won a certificate in Knox County.
That was fun,” he said.

Many Web sites, including IF&W’s,
offer tips for ice fishing techniques.
Different companies offer guided
one-day trips or multiple-day adventures. Fishermen can choose
their location by the fish they seek.
Options include landlocked salmon,
lake trout, brook trout, small mouth
bass, perch, pickerel, togue or smelts.
Officials recommend against catching and releasing some species, such
as muskie, northern pike and chain
pickerel, since they kill other species.
While fish are the prize at the end of
a day of ice fishing, as big a reward for
many fishermen is the camaraderie
— the food, the drink, the company
— and, as Cousens points out, the
health benefits.
“It’s a good workout. Just digging the
hole is a lot of exercise. Last year the
ice on Moosehead was more than
40 inches thick,” said Cousens. “You
get exercise, you get outside and you
get to be social.” There’s also the surprise factor. “I like to eat the fish and
you never know what you’re getting,”
Cousens added.
Cousens primarily goes after salmon
and trout, which are less plentiful but
better eating. But if the objective is to
give kids a fun experience catching a
lot of fish, he recommends going to
a lake that contains perch or bass.
“Lots of people just leave perch on
the ice for eagle food,” Cousens said.
“But I want David food!”

Cousens doesn’t have an ice shack. He
usually ice fishes at one of his camps,
one up north and another around

Garbo depends on the hard work and
stewardship of Maine lobstermen.

Thank you !
3RXQG5G32%R[+DQFRFN0DLQH
SHWHG#JDUEROREVWHUFRP

It may be a little chilly but you are never too young to learn to fish, even on the
coldest days of winter. Photo by Karen Zimmermann.
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ARUNDEL RESEARCHER EXPLORES MACHINE FOR GREEN CRABS
By Wanda Curtis
Maine scientists and entrepreneurs
are continuing to explore potential
markets for the invasive green crabs
that are harming Maine’s $17 million dollar softshell clam industry.
The Maine Department of Marine
Resources (DMR) reported that between 2012 and 2013, Maine’s softshell clam landings decreased from
11.1 million pounds to 10.6 million
pounds. DMR attributed at least part
of that decrease to destruction by
proliferating green crabs.
As the result of license changes made
by DMR in 2014, commercial fishermen no longer need a special license
to harvest and sell green crabs; they
also are no longer required to report
green crab harvests. Lobstermen
are able to harvest the crabs as a
bycatch. Also, when the Sheepscot,
Damariscotta, and Medomak rivers are closed for fishing other crab
species—December 1 to April 30—
fishermen can continue harvesting
green crabs from those areas. The
rule changes are part of the growing
effort in both the public and private
sectors to decrease the population of
green crabs in Maine waters.
Owner and chief scientist of Access
International (a Maine marine biotoxin monitoring company), Darcie
Couture said earlier this year, “We’d
be killing two birds with one stone if
we could remove the destructive species from the environment and find a
useful purpose for those as well.”
Arundel researcher and businessman
John der Kinderen has been working
under a Maine Technology Institute
(MTI) cluster grant to explore potential markets for the crabs. Green crab
meat is very sweet and the shells are
valuable for chitin (a simple sugar

found in the shells of crabs, lobsters,
and other crustaceans). Chitin is currently used as an ingredient in soil
fertilizers and wound dressings to
control bleeding among soldiers in
Afghanistan and Iraq.
“We’ve started out working with the
[basic] and hope to work our way up
the ladder to higher end pharmaceutical uses in the future, such as
scaffolding in plastic surgery, which
would be even more profitable,” he
said.
According to der Kinderen, the green
crabs’ very small size (2-5 inches)
makes it extremely difficult to extract
the meat. So he’s spent the last year
searching for the appropriate equipment to do that job. In November,
der Kinderen invited Chinese entrepreneur Zhou Peng Fei to Bangor to
demonstrate a model of a machine
which Zhou invented to extract meat
from all types of crabs and other crustaceans. A group of Maine seafood
processors viewed the small-scale
model of the room-size machine extracting meat not only from green
crabs but also lobster.
The New Brunswick company Can
Chine Global Ltd. is partnering with
Zhou to market the equipment in
North America. Company president
Tom Boulet operated a nozzle-type
device to extract meat from green
crabs. Boulet then quickly added an
attachment which was used to extract meat from lobster.
Maine processors were told that in
the near future they may be able to
lease an extracting machine for a fee
which will be based upon the amount
of production. “That would decrease
the risk for processors,” Zhou said
through his interpreter. “My company will also assume responsibility

The small size of the green crab makes it both inefficient and highly expensive
to pick by hand, hampering the market for these invasive creatures. Photo by
W. Curtis.
for all maintenance, servicing, and
upgrades of the equipment.”
Next spring, der Kinderen said that
he will be applying for the implementation phase of the MTI cluster grant.
Spencer Fuller, from Cozy Harbor
Seafood, said after the meeting that
he’s skeptical about a business model
which promotes the marketing of
green crabs when the goal in Maine
is to eradicate the green crab population. However, he didn’t rule out the
possibility that the machine might
one day be used to extract lobster
meat if more research is done.

Keep your
traps fishing
even when
you can’t get
to ‘em!

Der Kinderen, on the other hand,
doesn’t think the green crab population in Maine will ever be eradicated
because of the cost and constant
monitoring involved. “Even if the
green crab were eradicated, there are
other invasive species (such as Asian
Shore Crabs) waiting in the wings to
take advantage of such an opening,”
he said. “A much more realistic approach is to find an attractive enough
market so that the crabs will be fished
heavily, keeping their numbers and
consequent damage in check.”

All Natural Salted Hairless Cowhide
LONG-LASTING and AFFORDABLE
LOBSTER BAIT

Available in 30 gal. drums or 5 gal. pailss

www.bessybait.com

Lifeflight continued from page 17

island to conduct a training with the
local fire department and emergency
medical technicians (EMTs). They
had just finished up when a 911 call
came in. “First the EMTs left, then
another call came in and the fire department people left. Then we got a

“For people living in
Jackman or on the islands, Lifeflight is their
exit strategy and they
know it.”
call,” Judge recalled. A young woman
in the final month of pregnancy had
been found in her home. She had
“bled out,” as Judge described it. The
EMTs could find no fetal heartbeat.
Lifeflight medics stabilized the woman and bundled her into the helicopter. Then they made a critical decision. “From Vinalhaven to Bangor is

22 minutes. To Portland is 27 minutes. To Penbay [Medical Center]
is five minutes. She only had five
minutes,” Judge said. Doctors were
standing by at the Penbay helipad to
treat the woman once the helicopter
landed. The story ended well: both
mother and daughter survived. The
mother sends Judge a card each year
on her daughter’s birthday.
“Emergency medicine is universal
health care,” Judge argued. “Think
about it: if you call 911, someone
will come. We trust the system.” Just
because Maine is a relatively poor,
largely rural state is no reason that
a person should have to die. “I call it
the geography of time. Time can be
as dangerous as the disease or injury
itself. For people living in Jackman or
on the islands, Lifeflight is their exit
strategy and they know it.”

Phone: 603.300.2846 or 603.300.2849
Email: info@bessybait.com
Bessy Bait is sold at our warehouse located at
155 rear Batchedler Rd., Seabrook NH 03874
Please call for HOURS and PRICING!
Bessy Bait is also sold at all Brooks Trap Mill locations.

Approved
Maine Labeling
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In the
NEWS
DEADLINE SET FOR RIGHT
WHALE CRITICAL HABITAT
EXPANSION
Only a portion of the range of the
North Atlantic right whale is protected as “critical habitat” under
the Endangered Species Act. That
may change as the result of a lawsuit
against the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS).

North Atlantic right whale and calf.
NOAA photo.

In 2009, a coalition of environmental and animal protection groups
formally petitioned the NMFS to significantly expand habitat protection
to include all of the whales’ nursery, breeding and feeding grounds.
The petition pushed to expand the
whales’ protected area more than
tenfold, from roughly 4,000 square
miles to more than 50,000 square

miles. Last spring, the groups filed
suit in federal court in Boston to force
action. A settlement agreement, filed
in late November, sets a legally binding deadline of February, 2016, for the
Service to issue a final decision about
where and how much additional habitat should be protected.
The groups’ petition seeks expanded
protection for the whale’s calving
grounds off Georgia and northern
Florida, critical feeding habitat off the
Northeast coast and the mid-Atlantic
migratory route between calving and
feeding grounds. In areas designated
as critical habitat, the federal government must ensure that activities,
including commercial fishing, vessel
traffic and oil drilling, will not diminish the value of the habitat or reduce
the whale’s chance for recovery.
CLIMATE CHANGE
AFFECTING SEASONS
Spring is arriving earlier than it used
to in the Gulf of Maine, increasing
average water temperatures and affecting the migratory patterns of fish
species that are key to Maine’s marine ecosystem and coastal economy,
according to a federal report. Over
the past eight years, the date that
scientists use to mark the transition
to spring based on water temperature has gotten earlier by roughly two

weeks for waters off the northeastern
and mid-Atlantic states. Likewise,
the date for the transition to fall is
falling later in the year, according
to the report by NOAA’s Northeast
Fisheries Science Center.

square footage for processing samples collected at sea and along the
shore. Plans also call for new office
space for scientists and staff, a reception area for visitors, and a 50-seat
conference center.

A similar trend is playing out in the
Gulf of Maine. “The spring transition
date, currently identified as mid-May,
is likely to shift to early April, and the
fall transition, currently identified as
mid-November, will likely shift well
into December,” NOAA oceanographer Kevin Friedland said.

The Downeast Institute began in
1987, when Dr. Brian Beal of the
University of Maine at Machias and
six Washington County coastal
towns teamed up to start a waterfront soft shell clam hatchery on
Moosabec Reach on Beals Island. The
institute moved in 2003 to a former
lobster storage facility at Black Duck
Cove on Great Wass Island and, in
2010, built and opened an attached
1,000-square-foot marine education
center. In 2012, construction of a
new 100-foot pier was completed at
the site. Research at the Institute has
expanded from soft shell clams to include cultivation and management
programs for blue mussels, arctic
surf clams, hard-shell clams, green
crabs, scallops and lobster.

P.E.I. LOBSTER ACHIEVES
MSC CERTIFICATION
The Prince Edward Island lobster
fishery received Marine Stewardship
Council sustainability certification in
November. The certification process,
which began last spring, was a cooperative effort by island lobstermen,
seafood processors and tribal associations. Three main criteria were
examined as part of the independent
assessment process, including the
status of the lobster stock, the impact
of the lobster fishery on the marine
ecosystem and the fishery’s management system.
The P.E.I. lobster fishery provides
more than 5,000 jobs and generates
more than $200 million (CD) to the
province’s economy each year. The
MSC certification was the result of
the combined efforts of the P.E.I.
Fishermen’s Association, the P.E.I.
Seafood Processors Association,
the Abegweit First Nation and the
Lennox Island First Nation.
BEALS ISLAND MARINE
INSTITUTE RECEIVES GRANT
The nonprofit Downeast Institute
for Applied Marine Research and
Education has received a $2 million
grant that will be used to expand
the institute’s facility on Great Wass
Island. The grant, awarded by the
Next Generation Foundation, will be
used to construct additional space
for research, including more storage
for live marine organisms and more

DMR COMMISSIONER NAMED
POLICY FELLOW
In December Maine Department of
Marine Resources Commissioner
Patrick Keliher was named a
Distinguished Maine Policy Fellow
by the Margaret Chase Smith Policy
Center. Distinguished Maine Policy
Fellows are individuals with a past or
current career as a policy maker in
Maine and are recognized as people
of distinguished status and extensive
experience.
“I was very pleased to be chosen for
this honor, and extremely grateful
for the opportunity to spend some
time learning more about the impressive, world class science that is
being conducted at the University of
Maine,” said Commissioner Keliher.
The purpose of the Distinguished
Maine Policy Fellows program is to
connect distinguished Maine policy
leaders with University of Maine faculty, students and administration, to
improve educational experiences of
students, and to expand University
and Policy Center contacts.

SUPERIOR BLOCK
(Superior Marine Products, Inc.)
announces the addition of its
NEW ALL-STAINLESS BLOCKS
in 4” and 5” sizes
VIRTUALLY UNBREAKABLE
Made in-house from 3/8 S/S Plate,
and our Stock S/S Sheave (or choose
alum or UHMW) with sealed bearings
and double-wipe seals.
RETAIL CUSTOMERS:
Ask at your marine supply store, or
buy with PayPal by calling
207-655-4492, or email at
superior@fairpoint.net.

Superior Blocks, for the
LONG HAUL
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January 12-14
Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction Team meeting, Providence, RI.

December 9
DMR informational meetings on NEFMC Habitat
Amendment 2, 5 p.m. Casco Bay Lines, Portland.

January 1, 2015
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative meeting,
Portland.
December 10
DMR informational meetings on NEFMC Habitat
Amendment 2, 5 p.m. at the Ellsworth City Hall
Auditorium.

January 5
NEFMC Habitat Amendment 2 public hearing webinar, 3 p.m.-5 p.m. Register to participate at https://
www4.gotomeeting.com/register/278328207. Call
in info: 1-646-307-1706; access code: 911-628-108.
For more information, visit www.nefmc.org/management-plans/habitat.

MLA Health insurance enrollment assistance, 10
a.m.-5 p.m., Wiscasset Library, Wiscasset. FMI: 9674555.

January 6
NEFMC Habitat Amendment 2 public hearing, 6
p.m., Jeff ’s Catering and Event Center, Brewer.

December 15
DMR informational meetings on NEFMC Habitat
Amendment 2, at 5 p.m. at the University of Maine
Machias, Room 102 in the Science Building.

January 7
NEFMC Habitat Amendment 2 public hearing, 6
p.m. at the Holiday Inn by the Bay, Portland.

MLA Health insurance enrollment assistance, 10
a.m.-5 p.m., Brunswick Library, Brunswick. FMI:
967-4555.

MLA directors’ meeting, noon, Darby’s Restaurant,
Belfast.

RIGHT WHALE REPORT CARD 2014
Right Whale Population Status
2014
522
11
1
4.4 years
4

2010
473
19
4
3.3 years
5

2006
396
19
5
3.2 years
5

(1 male, 3 unk)

(2 male, 3 unk)

0
10

2
6

(2 female, 1 male, 1
unk)
4
11

(7 new; 2 deaths)

(4 new)

(4 new)

Best Estimate
New calves
First time mothers
Avg calving interval
Mortalities

Vessel strikes
Entanglements

Each year the North Atlantic Right Whale Consortium, a coalition of more than 100 organizations and government agencies in the United States and Canada, releases a Report Card on
the status of North Atlantic right whales. The Report Card provides an update on the status
of the catalogued population including births, deaths and injuries among documented right
whales along the East Coast and a summary of research and management activities during
the prior year. This year’s report card covers activities from November 1, 2013 to October 31,
2014.
The 2014 Report Card noted that a dramatic shift in
the distribution of right
whales during the last several years continues. Right
whales are moving into
different areas throughout
the extent of their range.
Because of the shift, the
Consortium notes that
more research needs to
be directed to finding the
right whales’ new habitat
and developing different
survey methods to keep
track of these new movement patterns.

Right Whale Sightings
Southeastern U.S.

Dec - March

222

Mid-Atlantic

Feb-Apr; July-Dec

36

Great South Channel

Jan –May; July

15

Mass/Cape Cod Bay

Dec-Apr; Oct

640

Jeffreys Ledge

April

1

Gulf of Maine

Jan, Mar-Apr; July

43

Bay of Fundy

July-Sept

204

Roseway Basin

Nov; June-Sept

66

North

Nov, April, Aug

6

January 22-24
Massachusetts Lobstermen’s Association Annual
Weekend, Sea Crest Resort, Falmouth, MA.
January 26-29
NEFMC meeting, Portsmouth, NH.
UPCOMING
February 4
MLA directors’ meeting, noon, Darby’s Restaurant,
Belfast.
March 5, 6, 7
40th Annual Maine Fishermen’s Forum, Samoset
Resort, Rockport.

THE MLA WORKS FOR YOU
“I’m getting to be one of the older
JX\VRXWWKHUHVR,·PÀJKWLQJIRU
DZD\WRNHHS\RXQJJX\VÀVKLQJ
The industry has been good to me,
VR,ZDQWWRSD\LWEDFN,ZDQWWR
make sure it’s good for younger
JX\VWKHZD\LWKDVEHHQIRUPHµ
Dwight Carver, Beals

TRI-COUNTY LITERACY
Serving Lincoln, Sagadahoc,
and northern Cumberland Counties
Improve your skills in reading, math,
writing, and computer literacy.

Free and confidential.
207-443-6384
literacyvolunteers@tricountyliteracy.org
34 Wing Farm Pkwy, Bath, ME 04530
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FIRST MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S COMMUNITY ALLIANCE LOBSTER
LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE HELD IN 2014
by Melissa Waterman
The Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance (MLCA), the non-profit sister
organization of the Maine Lobstermen’s Association, kicked off 2014 with the
first Maine Lobster Leadership Institute, held in May. The Institute was created
to inform young lobstermen of lobster management and science issues. As the
Maine lobstermen cope with a rapidly changing fishery, encouraging new leaders who are well versed in the fishery’s complexities is important for the future.
The twelve lobstermen first spent two days in class. Carl Wilson, chief lobster
biologist at the Department of Marine Resources (DMR), provided an overview of the state of the lobster fishery both in Maine and in Canada, emphasizing the benefits that Maine’s many conservation measures have brought to

the fishery. He also reviewed the state’s
lobster monitoring programs and the
health of lobster stocks. Deirdre Gilbert,
policy director for DMR, spoke about
the state, regional and federal management framework in which lobstermen
must operate. Young lobstermen today have no memory of the time when
fishery was under the purview of the
New England Fisheries Management
Council rather than the Atlantic States
Fisheries Commission nor of the bene- P.E.I. lobstermen still use bowfits that came to Maine when the switch shaped wooden traps. MLCA photo.
was made in the late 1990s. They were
not yet on the water when the state made the historic decision to cede control
of lobster regulations to local Lobster Zone Councils in 1996 and created the
Lobster Advisory Council. The lobstermen also learned about the impact that
the federal Endangered Species Act and Marine Mammal Protection Act have
had on lobstering in Maine during the past ten years with the introduction of
sinking line and vertical line reductions, due for implementation in 2015.
The highpoint of the Institute was a six-day trip to Prince Edward Island to meet
Canadian lobstermen. The trip gave the participants a first-hand look at how
Maine’s lobster fishery differs from that of the Canadians. The P.E.I. lobstermen
were unfailingly hospitable, opening their homes to the visitors, taking them
out on their boats, even packing lunches for the Maine lobstermen. The participants also visited two processing plants, Royal Star in Tignish, which is a
fisherman-owned business, and the smaller Acadian Fishermen’s Cooperative.

The 2015 Lobster Institute participants included Kristan Porter of Cutler,
Travis Otis of Searsport, Herman Coombs of Orrs Island, Justin Papkee of Long
Island, Genevieve McDonald of Stonington, Isaac Lash of Friendship, Patrice
McCarron, MLA director, Sam Hyler of Bar Harbor, Abe Philbrook of NE Harbor,
Cyrus Sleeper of Spruce Head, David Cousens of S Thomaston, Dustin Delano
of Monhegan, John Tripp of Spruce Head and Chris Welch of Kennebunk MLCA
photo.

The Canadian system was eye-opening to the lobstermen. Justin Papkee of
Long Island was struck by the pressure the short season places on P.E.I. lobstermen. “They have a two-month season so they have to go every day [except
Sunday]. You can’t miss a day for weather or boat trouble,” he said. Chris Welch
of Kennebunk, who fished with the Jollimore family of French River (on the
north shore of P.E.I.) was surprised by the limited season too. “I didn’t know it
was a just a two-month season. I wouldn’t like that sort of pressure at all, forced
to go every day even if the weather’s bad,” Welch said.

Your holiday gift to LifeFlight of Maine
is needed now.

LifeFlight of Maine has two medical
rescue helicopters. A third is
urgently needed, fully equipped.

“There were more than 500 times last year we got calls we
couldn’t answer. In one day there were nine calls ranging from
Fort Kent, Calais, York, and Sanford, all within two hours.”
—Tom Judge, Director, LifeFlight of Maine

Every dollar helps toward the
remaining $3.2 million needed to
make the new $6.5 million medically
equipped “lobster chopper” a
reality for the 2015 season.
Holiday donations of all sizes are
tax deductible and time pledges are
accepted gratefully:
LifeFlight of Maine
PO Box 889, Camden, ME 04843
LifeFlight could mean saving your
own life, or the life of someone
very dear to you. Please help, now
is the moment of need.
Thank you and have a blessed
holiday season.

Read more online:
http://bit.ly/PenBayPilot

•

http://bit.ly/WSCH6Linda

LindaBeansMaineLobster.com • LifeFlightMaine.org

